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Office UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

M ! 4

date: November, 27,

-—
' f-'Vvr^

QUARTERLY REPORT O&CONI’IDENmL NATIONAL
DEFENSE INFORMANTS FOR SEPTEMBER, 1945

You will note on the attached report on Confidential National
Defense Informants for the third quarter <5f 1945, that the field is mss oSayl

maintaining 2,906 of these informants.#*^

This_is a„reduction of about 300 informants from the second ff
quarter of X94^ butJ.s_ still an extremely, largo number in view of the fact .

that hostilities have ceased. About one half of this number or 1,381 are
furnishing information concerning Communist activities but of the remaining
number, a considerable reduction can probably be effected at this time.

Specifically it is pointed out. that there are about 220 German informants,

141 informants on Italian activities, an<I 764 furnishing informatioAon general
un-American activities. The field is evidently carrying a considerable number
of informants of a National Defense type who are not furnishing amHnformation
at this time and can very well be deleted from the records.

Recommendation; l M
'

- * -

For your approval, there is attached a letter to all Special Agents
in Charge instructing them to carefully check their records on National Defense
Informants and immediately eliminate all those who are not in a position to
furnish any information of value. Since some divisions are lax in furnishing
this quarterly report, there is also..contained in this SAC letter a suggestion
that these reports be submi^yd more promptly in order to have an accurate

picture of National Defense Informants readily available at the Seat of Government.

00-

0^ ^ !



, AY RErOItT OF 001-3

UNITED STATES GOVE^^^T
' ' o date: Fovlnber 15, 3^/ l̂£

:al iiatioiial Lysias :q.fotuA/t2 foe

1945

dXtb^I^

reports submitted by the field for Sept;ember, 1945 relative
use Informants reflects the bureau has 2,906 National Defense

'j distribute on oiVKiis informant coverage according to national
C'.v follov;ss touM-] * .-.rt •

"

** kC.fr.f?'JW T7
Informants concerning Genan activities
Informants concerning Italian activities
-Informants concerning Communist activities
Informants concerning Japanese activities
Informants concerning other rationalties

,

Informants concerning general un-American
activities

24

'

220
141

1381
107

‘

293

^-Included in the total are 452 informants of th« colored race.
| y^r^~

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
-’d.p informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the field

offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of Confidential
p+innal Defense Informants developed and utilized by each fielo division accord-
ng to the nationalistic tendency. _
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE -

CC-150

Td®B,^JUNICATIONS SECTION.

A •.-'^'fransmit the following message to:

-V

•vl

*

"i %

JANUARY 4, 1946

SACa, BUFFALO, BUTTE, CINCINNATI,
INDIANAPOLIS

QUARTERLY REPORT CNDI. SUTEL WHEN RBPCST SUBKITTED BUREAU IN ACCORDANCE

SECTION THIRTEEN I OF NATIONAL DEFENSE MANUAL.

HOOVER



i(H) QUARTERLY REPORT - NA-T-IONAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS t+ v. .
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German acJvH^ ‘llfiE' Si
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46 ' there are 1

*,t,S ai0Ut 280 ™ ‘

activities
, 141 Italian, 107 Japanese, and 764 individuals furnishing

^ni t

ra
fJfi°J

concerning general un-American- activities. There are also enumerated

: L'
mmUni informants. The activity of German, Italian, and Japanese

° 1
W
f ,

aPP6ar
.
t0 be negligi:ble and insufficient to justify the retention

activities S With reference t0 informants on general un-Americanactivities, it is thought that over 700 informants is an extremely high number
~

+n
sh

?
uld i^ediately check the National Defense informants- o£ your

irconneo+?oi
erm
^e

-

0f theS® informantB ar® Producing information of value

f +

investigations' presently being conducted. If any of these in-

fo advised ?
r°dUCtlVe

’ they should *e considered inactive and the Bureau

nJdS thl? iU
6aCh instance * This check sh°ul<i be made as quickly as possible inorder that the quarterly report, which is due on December -20, 1945, will reflectmore accurately and clearly the number of true informants maintain^ ^ytSe Bureau
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STANDAROJ^ORM N<

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

THE DIRECTOR

13. D. I;. lu-iDD
i

SUBJECT: ^U.RMLY REPORT OR CORFIDSICTIiL I3TIOKAL DEfSUSE xi ECHLAETS FOR
DECELBER, 1945

The reports submitted by the field for December, 1945 relative
to Rational Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1,884 Rational Defense
Informants. The distribution of jbis informant coverage according to national-
istic groups is as follows:

Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants

concerning
concerning
concerning
concerning
concerning
concerning

German activities 63
Italian activities 40
Communist activities 1150
Japanese activities 43
other nationalities I63
.general un-American

activities U25

3

Total *1884

^Included in the total are 281 informants of the colored race,

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of

this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the field

offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of Confidential

Rational Defense Informants developed and utilized by each field division accord-

ing to the nationalistic tendency.
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FIgED office : GERMAN ITALIAN COMMTOIST
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Office MemorandumJJ ^ M UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
mm

TIL DIILCTCI

HE. D. H. L.DD

SUBJECT; QlhiHTAElLY ILPCE'

Preference is -made to the attached report for the last quarter
of 1945 indicating that at the present title the field is utilizing .the

services of 1884 confidential, informants on security natter

s

.J&/

You will recall that the report for the third quarter of 1945
reflected a -total of 2906 confidential informants of this type, which number
has been reduced by elimination of 1022 informants. The reduction was effected
in most part by the issuance of SAC Letter .,"111*, dated December 4* 1945^ calling

the attention of all Special agents in Charge to the fact that due to the. end

of the war many informants are naturally in no longer a position to provide
information concerning the national security, and they were directed to .review

tho confidential informants to eliminate all those who 'were no longer of value

CC: .JLjSICI!
DECLASSIFIED BY,

on. Jk/&r
close chech will be maintained on €fre ccJlxffclential informants

presently maintained, in order that adequate coverage will be available at all

times, yet all unproductive and unnecessary listings of informants .will be .

eliminated from' the records.

.St?!—
'hit::

prcr''ATTCt? C0HTATNE8J

.Ittacnment-j - *

red i 31946^ \
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STANDARD FORM N(

Office Memorandum • united stains government
•4
rATES

1

SUBJECT: ^DEVELOPIffiNT„OF_cl)I']FIDENTIAL MTIONAlKEfSILl i'3 IL*ulA3IFlED
! INFOFJIANTS Sffi REFERENCE

-

COmUNIST HATTERS

date: February 8, 1946

ALL IMFOluWOJI CDHTAI®Kl
v>? |r 5,r>!

{,

imuut nil Kr! Rosen
S

&&
T-he Hew Jork .Field IUvision has requested _tha.j:L3Ilg^r.eatu ]\W.%n

inrNSrEEl
clarify instrue£ions_j.asued~Qn-jfo^d£^:]^m^
i^TT^maum^tjaA You mil recall that on July24, 1945, a letter to 1

' alF^Speci^lAgentTxiTCharge stated that '‘From the time of the receipt of
this letter no contacts should be made looking toward the development of <

confidential informant in the investigation of Communist matters v/ithout prior
approval of the Bureau. This approval should be requested in letter form,

furnishing appropriate background data in accordance with Section 13C of the

National Defense Manual."

At the same time a new insert prepared for the Handbook, Part 1, Section

26, B-3 j states, "No contact should be made with a prospective confidential
informant concerning the investigation of Communist matters without prior approval
of the Bureau."

The New York Office has stated that. a_t,±h_e -present time there is con-
tusion relative toJThe interpretation ofliijb^^ t!TTette^^
^Special Agents in Charge. It has been pointed out that Agents have made several
inquiries conceraing^tMs^nasmuch as it was felt that it is extremely difficult,
if _ not—

i

mpoa.qihl

e

,
to, dp.vp.1qn an informant on Communist maT^rs^mlHioul^Tggir^

making ..some_.c.ontacts

.

rcoSSIllot
beadvfsed ,,concerning ,a._DOi;entiel informant until at least, some .contact .were, made
in order. -to -find out who could be ' At the same time the New
York Office points out that in light of the H^Sook ’instructions

,
it is inter-

preted to mean that a preliminary investigation of a prospective informant can bsfj

conducted to the point of actually interviewing the prospective informant. Thir^
interpretation was made in view o£mtH00S>ntence in the Handbook Section that
"Approval should be requested in ^Lnjfcer furnishing the oackj

It is believed ' rv^^the-l^ter -jfco air Special.,Agents
in Charge is Tnconsisteni with that in the Hanf t~i

s

vbelieved that the
Bu^eSuliaS

11,1

in minTTir^ tSe*^f|epg[pg:^.'|^^)ecial Agents in Charge, I

as subsequently elaborated on in the. Handbook, that *io contact should be made \

vith the prospective informant, himself or herselA/vithout prior Bureau authority .\

However, this does not mean that preliminary cre$djr and criminal checks or contacts 1

with reliable, established informants ana sour'd^^hbuld not be made.

Action

In view of the confusion which the New York Office states has exis ted

there relative to 'thtTTi^^ A-^nfas^a 15harge dated” July*"24j**194-5

,

^.iHaye” had ^prepared a proposed lejbter to ail SpecialTgents Tn^hah'ge,preferring
to the reference letter^^nd~~clarifying tfes~instruc'tion.

~~
I~ recommend that the .

*

proposeTTet'^VT»e sujgimtteA to_theJ^ecxitiye_Conference for approval!



3te&gral Surratt of Inueatigatum

[nitoi ifates Sruartment of justice
Hew York, ITew York

BiCLASSIFIED BY

m 7.tjk.-.M.

Director, F.B.I.

Re :^EVEMPMSITT O^COljPIDElTSIAL IIA.TI01TAL

COMMUNIST MATTERS.

Reference is "being made to New York letter to the Bureau dated
January 11, 1946, entitled as above, in which reference was made to

SAC Letter #70, Series 1945, dated July 24, 1945, which contained a state-
ment that "From the time of the receipt of this letter, no contacts should
be made looking toward the development of a Confidential Informant in the

investigation of Communist matters without prior approval of the Bureau11
.

This statement has been interpreted by the ITew York Field Division to mean
that not even a preliminary investigation could be conducted in order to

develop a prospective Informant’s background in view of the Bureau’s
statement "....no contact should be made looking toward..,.". As a result
of this, no effort whatsoever has been made toward the development^ of

Confidential national Defense Informants on Communist matter s .

Reference is being made to the F.B.I. Handbook, Part I, Section 26,
3-3, which is a new insert and which reads "ITo conta'ct should be made with
a prospective Confidential Informant concerning the investigation of i

Communist matters without prior approval of the Bureau". This office has J.
interpreted this to mean that a preliminary investigation or a prospectivt^fv
Informaht could be~~gonducted "without prior Bureau authority up to the" 'fT
point of actually interviewing the -prospective Informant g

becoming one. This interpretation has been made especially in view of the
f

next sentence in this Section which stated that the "approval should be
requested in a letter furni^fj^'ilhe background data. .

.

_ 33U
The Bureau is reque^^Ma advise whether or not the instructions

referred to above as contained in \he‘^ F£3pr* supercedes the
instructions in SAC Letteggr70y also referred to^abpve , and v;hether or not
this office has placed the correct in'te^FI&Monuli the statement found
in the Handbook. I / /

( If q/U \ ^t/jr nr very trulY yours

,

IT ir
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A
.

C/ Wemrnl bureau nf Iruiraftgattnn

lUntteJt States department nf Sfnattee
lev; York

,
rev; York

January 11, 1946.

Director,

Re i/%)BVELOH^gT„O^OWIDEITgIAL NATIONAL
DHfMTSR INFORMANTS WISH REFERENCE TO

Reference is "being made to Bureau letter to all SACs #70, Series

1945, dated July 24, 1945, Section »E»
,
entitled "COMMUNIST POLITICAL

ASSOCIATION - INTERNAL SECURITY-C" . This letter contains Bureau instruc-
tions concerning the development ot^oxifldentj3lCTXn£oriaan.ts.,on Communist

jiatlerg. It states in part that "Erom^the time of the receipt of this
letter no contacts should "be made looking tov/ard the development of a
Confidential Informant in the investigation of Communist matters withpteV^.
prior approval of the Bureau”. aTj '

As a result of the above mentioned statement, tEOTETKaSHSeen
considerable confusion relative to its interpretation. The Agents have
made several inquiries concerning the matter as it is felt that it is

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to develop an Informant on
Communist matters without first making some contacts. Further, that .

the Bureau could not* be advised concerning the same until at least some/
contact were made in order to find out who could be a possible Informants
As a result

,
it would be greatly appreciated if the Bureau would clarify

its position relative to the development of Confidential Informants in
the investigation of Communist matters.

. / 3 truly yours.

/EM

4s>

rxy \.:X B. CONROY,

to 2© .mb " S *A*°*

declassified

S8fEB 2 7 194i



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: February 21, I9J46

Office Memorandum • united state;
JJ JDD:FVB

to : Mr, D. M. LadjTy^ dai

FROM : J. C. Strickl^^^

SUBJECjT: I I

b7D

Potential"Confidential National Defense Informant

Pursuant to the request of the Director, thi < i s tn advi qg that
JJ

the letter from former SAC N» J, L« Pieper concerning |was

received in the Internal Security Section on January 28, 19h6, at 5? 11 P* M*
Th

p
information contained in the letter relative to the use by Mr, Pieper “S

ofl |during the war as a confidential informant wa3 checked -

—

against the Confidential Informant. Index with negative results. It was apparent,
therefore, that| was not a Bureau confidential informant and had
evidently been used by tH5“San Francisco Office as a. source of information or
contact.

* A coTTinl p.tft anarch of the Bnraan f-nas was thereupon requested for all
data Concerning! I The Defense Review Unit of the Records
Section furnished several files containing information regarding t-he

|
which

was conflicting in nature. It appeared that though f |
was an official

representative of thd ~
I some suspicion had been attached

;

to
him ag | I It was deemed necessary, therefore, to check each and every
reference, which consisted of 12 files and 20 references, before requesting arty

actiort by the New York Office, looking toward the development of Claude hazard as
a confidential informant. The files also revealed that I lhad furnished
information to the San Francisco Office in several security cases.

After some difficulty in locating all the aforementioned files and
references, a letter was prepared to the New York Division tn thoroughly check
its files and sources on French matters before contacting! las a
confidential .informant and an acknowledgment letter to Mr, Pieper was also

. attached, \

. fesraOT ^

57*7- lir
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Mr. IJ. J. L. Pieper
. Consultants Limited

*
* 716-717 Eutler Building
135 Stockton Street
San Francisco 3, California

February 18*. 19i

Bear Bats

h your letter concerning

[

citmb
A "Hr!HI

liLiV-Ali U-j'wU ’,/ni . J-i/iLii

MSJdkM BlailasO
]

i
and I have transmitted copies to Ur, E. E, Conroy
ion.

^/jZ

Your thoughtfulness and courtesy in forwarding the request of
| j

|are sincerely appreciated, and X rant you to know that it Is most
gratifying to have your continued support and cooperation.

Yith best wishes and kind regards, v?*

JDD tvrvi

Sincerely yours,

. : Vr-f-r-p.o

“re to?



CONSU LTANTS LTD.
GENERAL PUBLIC RELATIONS

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. G.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

| |
was a very fine confidential inform^-/55

ant of the Bureau throughout the war and particularly during the, /

United' Nations Conference. . (_ £,

I think I spoke to you about
| |£

who is very close to I I He was an officer in the

"l and was decorated by our government for his liaison
work. 1 have just had a note from him In which he advised me that

he has assumed the functions of
|

in' New York City. His address is] |His telephone
number is Circle|

|

has asked that I assist him in establishing
contact wit. h snnisnnR in tho Bureau, similar to that maintained by

[ |
here. I |has unusually good contacts in Europe,

the Near East and Africa. He could be of great value to the Bureau
and for that reason I wanted to write you about him.

I would greatly appreciate your arranging for someone to

Best regards!

ft "V^ S T| **• L. Pieper <

Mt



fsferoRiy 18, X94&

t o

&
Hr, W. 0* Banister
federal Bureau of Snvsatigatlofi

Post Office Box 306
Montana

FERsem

Beer Mr* feist#***

Kefarenas 1st na&e to year letter 4a&e& fmsmxr 24# 1946,
fci «&tsk y®a aofeit the suggestion timt sjsasU^«Rtia2. national defense

sot Is* requested to antesii t&eir reports in dupMeate,
m suggested la Settlor. I, SAC Letter #215, Serin# 1945, dated
Padenbsr 11, 1945*

I *m referring tikis suggestion to a!Special 0ae»&ttee,
oaapowid of equal repr^HmteMos Ak» the Sant of Gavennssnt sad
the field, for careful etu#- and analysis, and 1 will subseqiietiiXy

fmtm the of this Cowsitie© witb mfamanm to your
migspstim* In the sseantia^i I desire to eatress to yon sy
a^raeJUtlon for your thcra^itXilatese in su&aitiiag tills suggestion*

Sincerely your#,

Jf„ Edgar Hoov&r

0^*’’

rfOA-**

HHCtBG
66-2542-3-7-283



Butte, Montana
January 24, 1946

Director, FBI SecWSSIFiED ... .

.

on XV.fertf*.

^personal and <

RE* CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL

^*$j' f*7

INFORMANTS - (j,v

Dear Sir*

Reference is made to Section I, SAC Letter #115, Series 1946, dated
December 11, 1945, Concerning the above captioned subject.

In connection with the written reports submitted by confidential
informants to this office, it has always been the practice to maintain the
original report in the administrative file of that particular informant.
Portions of th© reports dealing with various individuals and organizations
have always been placed in the appropriate case file. All informants are
encouraged to submit their reports in writing in order to have as complete
details as possible.

With reference to Section I of the above referenced SAC letter,
it is noted that the Bureau suggests that informants should be encouraged
to submit their reports in duplicate in order that the duplicate copy may
be filed in the appropriate case file, I personally think this to be a
potentially dangerous policy and recommend against it. The reason for this
opinion is that the informant, once he gets in the habit of making a dupli-
cate copy, may be encouraged to make a third copy for his ovm personal use,
which copy might be • subsequently lost and get into th® hands of an undesir-
able person or group of persons, or the informant may wish to write a book
some day*

The above letter points out that the reason for submitting the
informant* s report in duplicate was so that one copy could be placed in th©
informant* e administrative file and the other oopy placed in the appropriate
ease file. In this office, and is believed in the majority of the field
offices, there are few, if any, informants » reports, particularly in Commun-
ist matters, where the report deals with only one person. Therefore, in al-
most every case it is necessary to have the report stenciled and mimeographed
copies run off for the various; easS^MJcs^ In these instances, even if th©
informant submitted his report in trip!sew itjWould not eliminate the
necessity of having to mimeograph the n^w^^be^S^it always deals with
more than one person, - ^

... 33
(><£-

*/»«/*<
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Director, FBI ^ January 24, 1946

Res Confidential National Defense Informants

Also, in this office — end probably in most field offices ~~

the types of informants used do not always have typewriters, and obviously
the field offices are not in a position to furnish typewriters for their
informants* As a usual rule, it is oftentimes hard to get the inferrant
to submit his report in writing under any condition, much less make a
duplicate copy*

Unless advised to the contrary, informants of this office will
not bo requested to submit their reports in duplicate.

Very truly yours

V„ G. EANISTFR
SAC

-»2»



Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUGGESTION #7 Rfl'fr
EMPLOYEE: SAC W. G. BMiM

BUTTE FIELD DIVISION

All RFBrWH .

osss -s tzhtm

MEMBERS PRESENT: H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

3JL-*

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: ThatT confidentialjatfonal defense informants should\jnot he
encouraged to submit their reports in\duplicate. (The present
rule is that the informants

sS
skotad b^ncouraged to submit

their reports in duplicate in order that a duplicate copy of
the report may be filed in the specific case file, the original
being placed in a separate section of the administrative fils
relating to the particular informant. The purpose of placing
the copy in this administrative file is to permit a quick review
of the information which has been submitted in writing by an
individual informant, so that his value as an informant can be
readily evaluated.)

ADVANTAGES:
1. SAC Banister cites as an advantage that the present policy is potentially

dangerous because it might encourage informants to make extra copies for
their own personal use.

2. SAC Banister points out that duplicate copies serve no purpose because,
generally, informants’ reports, particularly in Communist matters, deal with
several case files.

3* SAC Banister points out that some informants cannot use typewriters and
submit their reports in longhand.

4* SAC Banister further points out that, as a usual rule, it is difficult to .get

an informant to submit his report in writing under any conditions.

DISADVANTAGES:
|

1. In the interests of uniformity, the present Bureau rule should be maintained.
2. All of SAC Banister’ s recommendations are nebulous in that this rule does/

not curb the receipt of information, and it is merely suggested that they
be encouraged to submit their reports in duplicg$e. It is not mandatory; it
is just a suggestion.

3. The present rule is followed by most field of§?iagg yeffectively and will permit
the discontinuance of payments to dnforman^^lmo are four-flushers and who -
do not merit any payments being made to them./?// / f

4? ° Ljt ^
4. It does prevent, in many instances, the necessity a£ "typing "for filing

purposes a second copy of- a report submitted, ^hu^^ying^ stenagrapb^c -time.

RECOMMENDATION: Unanimously unfavorable. \

52 m



EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: The Executive Conference with
Messrs . Tolson 3 &lavin 3 Tracy 3

HarbOj Hendon 3
Clegg3 Ladd 3 Mumford 3 Rosen and Nichols being present3

unanimously recommends that no change be made in the .present rule

,

The Conference felt that there was no merit to the suggestion of Mr,
Banister and that confidential national defense informants should be
encouraged to submit their reports in duplicate where practical and
feasible , %he present rule does not absolutely require the duplicate
reports and it is helpful where it is possible to have the two
copies submitted.

Respectfully 3

For the Conference

/
Clyde ToIs on

E, A, TammH-
GC - Mr, Clegg



%

New Orleans, Louisiana
April 22, 1946

Director, FBI

The following suggestion is being submitted in accord-
ance with Bureau memorandum d^ted April 12, 1946:

It is suggested thsrtrXITe“quarterly report on Confidential
National Defense Informants* which is submitted to the Bureau "orT'the

20th of March, June, September and December, as set forth in Section
13H, Sub-section 1, National Defense Manual, be discontinued, and
that_ this report be submitted on an annual basis* At the present time
the Bureau is notified by separate communication of each addition or
deletion from the Confidential National Defense Informant file, and
it is believed that these separate communications would serve to keep
the Bureau informed as to the number of Confidential National Defense
Informants in each field division. It is believed that the number of
these Informants does not change a great deal from quarter to quarter,
and that by eliminating the quarterly report to the Bureau, the same
information could be made available in the separate communications and
in the annual report which would be submitted.

Respectfully submitted.

jAIDERSOH

Mi SMftlll
iwrrp? pj?y. p VVTKII

v.yil \ (
'

_ .idrPtf* 33 4
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Unite* §tatea department of Unatice

federal SEurean of Jneeatisation

Uiasljfngtan 25, 5B.C*
3TRICTLY COinriDDNTTfli

'

June 26, 1946 BUREAU BULLETIN NO. 35-

Series 1946

OJ c

(A) CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INFOMANTS ~ Volume il* Fart -2, Section 13. oP
the- Manual of " Instructions , ConfidentiaiTNational Defense Informants-;- (this

section formerly in National Defense Manual) provides in Section 13^H. that the
Bureau be advised quarterly on the 20th- of- March*. June*. September, end December
concerning the total number of confidential National Defense- informants developed

,

by; each- field office. This- requirement is- now changed and such a report- Shall

be subMtted in the future -semi-annually on June 20 and- December 20 of each' yea;

*N

o* •
•

*

"

|
(ob ~

<£&'4
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(B) ^COHFIP^wtt AT, -- INFORMANT^ ON COMMUNIsFmTTERS -- The Bureau ^Intensifying

its activity in regard to Communist Party matters at this time and certain sug-

gestions are being set forth to he followed whenever possible in the handling of

these informants. A reliable informant was recently dismissed from the Communist

Party and her failure to conceal, her activity was the cause of-her ultimate dig*

missal. To be certain that the services of other informants may no^

^"‘'^fee-following suggestions are made:

j

n
18 "

i . open Communist Party activity such as canvassing, sale of literature,-

:
pii°

n—distributing leaflets, et cetera should^be- carried on.

When requestint'assignmgnts to inner-Party committees, the informant shoufa

s.g>
- ^

i

nnfL-lflL^m5-9-46

LETTER NO. 52

Series 1946

be circumspect and shou^Seek these positions in such a manner

suspicion.

3. If the informant must take notes at Party meetings,- the notes should

be used in Party discussion or id connection with some official Party activity.

^ting without any contribution in discussion

(U
The mere taking of notes at

’ naturally causes suspicion.

i such, he should vigorously protestU 4. In the event an informant is accused
/# . ^ . .

«and not merely acquiesce.. In, most instances, the evidence which will be the basis

for dismissal is not strong- and a vigorous protest on the part of the informant

. will do much to confuse the Party officals and perhaps cause a change in attitudj

5. When an informant has been suspended or is about to be suspended^apd has

been granted a hearing, the informant should appear and defend himself

The above items are set forth for your guidance and utilization in the

handling of informants in Communist matters to prevent *
if p^oss^ble, the disaf-

fection of any other informants the Bureau is operating.

0ECL|?5SiF?Ep
;
BY^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN©. / + 4

&

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

)TffiERWISE
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STANPARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum
m

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

-TV* FROM :

vi SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC.r lew York

DATE: March 7, 1946

n
COMMUNIS 5 PARTY USA
INTERNAL SECURITY - C // i f

n
The following consents and suggestions have "been offered by

Special Agent Maurice E. Scroggins, Jr. of the New York Eield Division for
your consideration:

It frequently comes to the attention of this and other Eield Div-
isions that various individuals have been expelled from or have resigned
"rom the Communist Party. In most instances, it is not deemed advisable to

contact these individuals, with the, end in view of developing them as Infor-
mants, either because of the character of the individuals or because of the
limited information to be supplied by them. However, in the event that
prosecutive action should ever be taken against individual members or- func-
tionaries of the Communist Party, these former Party members would be in a
position to supply legally admissible testimony as to the identities of

members and functionaries, their attendance at Party meetings and functions
and, in many cases, to statements which may have been made by them.

In view of the above facts. Special Agent Scroggins has suggested
for your consideration that in the future the names, addresses, and groups
to which they have belonged be indexed in a separate index maintained in a
fashion similar to the Source of Information Index as their names come to the

attention of the Eield Office so that in case it should ever be deemed
necessary or advisable to interview former members of any particular Party
group, their names will be available for ready reference.

It is realized that any review of the files of the particular
Eield Division for the purpose of ascertaining the names of those individuals,

who have resigned in the past, would involve more time than would perhaps be

justified by the importance of the index. However, the index could be main-
tained on names of all those individuals who come to the attention of the
particular Eield Division subsequent to its inception.

This is submitted for your consideration.



Office MemoWndum •

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOUST COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

4/26/46 .

A df-i . r*

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #101 f;
' A

EMPLOYEE! SA MAURICE E. SCfQGGINS, JR., nM YORK >

H. H. CLEGG E. E. (SnROY
R. C. HENDON E. SCHEIDT \i C__ 4 _ ._ w

MEMBERS PRESENT!

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS! That a^gffecial,index be maintained in a fashion
similar to the~Source of Information Index showi&g'IsR^fjr
names, addresses and groups to -which they' belonged (J
of Communist Party members who have resigned or have.. q
been expelled* l"v'' f/ -

AOTAMAGES:
1* This would make the names of such individuals available at any
future date for any interviews which at that time might seem
advisable for information of evidentiary value should legal action
be taken against the Communist Party or any of its affiliated
groups*
2* The- index would make available the names of individuals who
might be qualified and willing to testify in any future legal

y proceedings*

" DISADVANTAGES!
1* It would set up a special index of most doubtful value which
might never be utilized*
2* The information is available in the organizational files*
3# It would add to administrative, detail.
4* In the small field offices of the Bureau this file might
be maintained for years without a single card*
5* USaxij of the names in the index would become absolutely
useless through death, changes of address and the passage of
time*

RECOMMENDATION! Unanimously unfavorable*

ECHlHD :

ATOP'-' / / _ / ^ j,

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION! (5/2/46

)

1

Unanimously unfavorable , with Messrs . Tols
Quinn Tamm ,

jh
. a. Tammy Hendon , Clegg , Ladd and Aosen in

'

‘

^ J
Respectfully }

For the Conference
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Office^ Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

The reports submitted by the field for March, 1946 relative to
National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1, 584 National Defense
Informants. The distribution of this informant coverage according to
nationalistic groups is as follows: Q>/ 6^)

Informants concerning German activities 43
Informants concerning Italian activities 22 /'

Informants concerning Communist activities 1135 '

Informants concerning Japanese activities 42
Informants concerning other nationalities 115
Informants concerning general un-American 287

activities

v ^

0

JaTncluded in the total are 255 informants of the colored race^AC

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the field
offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of Confidential
National Defense Informants developed and utilized by each field division accord-

ing to the nationalistic tendency. * •

./
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GERMAN ITALIAN COMMUNIST

OKLAHOMA. CITY : 0 : 0 : n a)

OMAHA : 0 . 0 .* 6 (3)

PHIIADSLPHIA : 2 : 0 38

PHOENIX : 5 2 : 8

PITTSBURGH : 0 0 : 31

PORTLAND i 0 0 fggg/gg
RICHMOND : 0 0 r 11

ST. LOUIS : 1 1 t 13

ST. PAUL i 0 0 t 19

SALT LAKE CITY : 0 0 : 4 ...

SAN ANTONIO : 1 0 t 4 (2)

SAN DIEGO : 0 0 t 8

SAN FRANCISCO i 1 0 ? 52 (9)

SAN JUAN : 2 0

SAVANNAH : 0 0

SEATTLE : 0 0 : 28

M
f





Office Memorandum
*

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FEE

SAC, KANSAS CITY

XQNARTERLY.REFORT
/ifATICNAL DEFENSE 3NK)RMflNTS

DATE: JUNE 6, 1946

I

i

Reference is made to Bureau Bulletin #30, Series 1946, dated
May 29, 1946, Subsection 8 thereof, which relates to the
destruction of certain portions of the National Defense Manual.
Current regulations require the submission of a quarterly report
on the National Defense Informants throughout the field, broken
down as to nationalistic type of information they can furnish.

In view of the elimination of such a large portion of
National Defense Manual it would appear possible at this time

to disconinue the submission to the Bureau of the number of
confidential informants relating to German, Italian, Japanese
and other nationalistic groups with' the possible exception of
Communist informants. It is suggested that the Bureau give
consideration to the elimination of this requirement which
would save, it appears, considerable time and expense and
would at the same time not effect the efficiency of the
organization.
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Office Memorandum • united states

to : the director

FROM : MR. D. M. LADD

SUBJECT: SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT/OF CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL
JUNE# 1946

$0,
INFORMANTS S#te?

i4Ddoa
,

Mr. PenrJn<?ton
{

Mr. Quinn Tamn

Mr. Neose ,

Miss Gundy !

J

The reports submitted by the field for June, 1946 relative to
National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1,522 National Defense
Informants. The distribution of this informant coverage according to
nationalistic groups is as follows: (firfLLj

Informants concerning German activities 40
yjw Informants concerning Italian activities 18

r
- Enformants concerning Communist activities 1023AO Informants concerning Japanese activities 49

nformants concerning other nationalities 106
IS? nformants concerning general un-American 286
\ activities

- Total *1522

1

j»Ir^Included in the total are 247 informants of the colored race^

Q
!

p

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the
field offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of
Confidential National Defense informants developed and utilized hyjaach..

field division according to the nationalistic !y[ ;(1^ RUnlKwHlU (

Attachment
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STANDARD FORM I

Office JSA.e't n • unite:

TO S Mr. D. M. Ladd Hr^
A / j

FROM : J. C. Stri

SUBJECT: ^OMFIDEHTIAlTJATIOML

jVERNMENT

DATE: September 27, 1946

The Seattle Office has advised concerning the results. of a recent
project in regard to confidential informants and the suggestion was made
that the Bureau might desire to advise other Field Offices concerning the
same method of redeveloping Confidential National Defense Informants;.

^

In connection with the preparation of the Brief on the Communist
Party, a number of files on discontinued Confidential National Defense
Informants were reviewed. It was found that many informants were discontinued
for unavoidable reasons such as entrance into military service^, extended
illness and temporary departure from the area. In many instances these
informants were valuable in the past and no reasons other than the above were
enumerated for the dis contfeuance . It was: believed that these files could be
a fertile source for redevelopment of informants in all Field Offices and
would prove valuable since considerable less investigation would be necessary
to reinstate them than to develop and investigate a new informant.

BECQMMENDATTON

In view of the necessity for the -Field t.o continually obtain and
develop confidential informants, particularly in the Communist field, the
procedure followed in Seattle could without too much trouble be followed in
all offices. It is possible that a similar oheck has been made inmost offices
in view of the emphasis that has recently been placed on informants, but the
suggestion has merit as a reminder to the Field to overlook no possibilities.
There is attached, therefore, a proposed Bureau Bulletin containing the sug-
gestion that all discontinued files on Confidential National Defense- Informants
be reviewed to determine whether any of these informants could be recontacted,
at this time.

.

JDDsrb

Attachment

2b 1846
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CC-247

M&l Sfc
jftd) MEMORANDUM .FOR MB,

%

(^^^J!^^Slopment of
- J CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

'

. ^ ' <
/'. ' - - //

Mr. To 1 s on

. Mr . E . AT Tamm_
Mr. Clegg fi,

Glavin. /f——
[r. Ladd W .

Mr. Nichols

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tracy

Mr. Carson

Mr. Egan

Mr. Gurnea__

Mr. Harbo

Mr. Hendon_
Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm_
Mr. Nease

In response to your request for my observations concerning
the suggestion in the attached memorandum, the following is set forth •

In the attached memorandum the view is expressed that because
of existing Bureau regulations we may be missing 3ome golden oppor-
tunities insofar as the development of informants in the Communist
field is concerned, since under existing instructions, no contacts
can be made with a prospective Communist informant until a check
of the Bureau indices at the Seat of Government has been made and
until Bureau approval is granted for same • The memorandum suggests
that consideration be given the advisability of granting the Field
permission to make pretext approaches to potential informants »

A proper understanding of this problem necessitates a know-
ledge of the followings

Since the Field is considerably curtailed under the existing
regulations insofar as its informant development program is concerned,

. an Agent assigned to Communist investigations will review cases on
Communists or Communist associates jin his field division with a
view to uncovering information indicating factionalism, a revisionist
attitude or general distrust and possible alienation of sentiments
on the part of a given individual • If such information is available,
a complete check of that field offices indices will be made and,
in the absence of information which would dictate the inadvisability .

of approaching this individual , the field office will direct a
communication to the Bureau requesting a check of our indices and
authority to approach the individual with a view to developing him
os an informant• The request is received at the Bureau, a complete
check of our indices is made and again, in the absence of information
which would dictate action to the contrary, the Bureau will direct
a communication to the Field authorising contact with the subject
under consideration • It is generally two w&eks or longer before the
Field is finally in a position to approaq^ihe prospective informant•^ 6 „;•/• - 3^3.

im*
isi "if

. s ,
-

* mbm iso ‘
^

‘I

THIS MEMORANDUM IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES )

TO BE DESTROYED AFTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES



Memorandum, for Mr< Tamm 1/28/47

I have ascertained from, the supervisor on the Confidential
Informant Desk that since this program has been in effect not too
much success has been obtained insofar as the development of good
Communist informants is concerned • It can be conservatively stated
that 75% or more of the individuals checked out in this manner
indicated above never pan out • Obviously this consumes a great
amount of time and efforts which time and effort is wasted in at
least 75% of the cases, at least insofar as the actual development
of informants is concerned • Of course, it is not a waste of time
insofar as the protection of the Bureau is cone erned, and eventually
this is an important element to be considered • While considering
this element, however, I think that the Bureau can reach a compromise
between the presently existing rule and the old procedure on the
developing of informants without in any way compromising the Bureau
itself

It is my suggestion, after discussing this matter with some
of the interested supervisors in the Security Division, that the
Bureau grant the Field permission to make pretext approaches to
potential informants without prior Bureau clearance, provided
(l) a complete check is made of the Field Office indices, (2) that
a preliminary check is made on the individual in question (criminal
record, credit check, etcetera) , and (3) that the SAC personally
approves this approach* If the initial approach then proves to be
successful, (l) the Bureau should be immediately notified, (2) a
complete check should be made of our files, and (3) the Field should
be advised of the results of that check and of course, if the
inf ormation disclosed from the check of our central files warrants
such action, the Field should be instructed to discontinue its
efforts to further develop the party in question*

It is understood, of course, that pretext approaches will not,
under these circumstances , extend to Communists in trade unions for
reasons which are readily apparent

*

During recent months, as a result of the Director *s address
before the Catholic Youth Organisation and his talk before the
American Legion/fah a result of publicity emanating from other
substantial quarters concerning the Communist movement, the American
public is becoming more cognisant of the Communist menace * The
Congress is likewise becoming so cognisant * Consequently, I think
we have less to fear now than when this rule was promulgated * Our
only fear is that one of our approaches to a prospective informant
would be ill-advised to the point to which there would be attendant
derogatory publicity for the Bureau • There is not so mUoh fear of
this situation arising at this time, and furthermore, I think that
the Bureau has probably arrived at the point where an attack from



Memorandum, for Mr • Tamm 1/28/47

the Communist Party or "The Daily Worker" on the Bureau is actually

a plug for the Bureau •

If you concur, this matter will be discussed along the

lines indicated in this memorandum, rather than in the attached

communication, with the Agents attending the Internal 3e°urity

SGhools pertinent views advanced at the School will be called to your

attention; and the matter will ultimately be presented to the

Executive Conference for its views «

Attachment

JPCiMAB

Respectfully,

J• P. Coyne
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MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. 'To Is on

Mr. E. A. Tamm_
Mr. Glegg„ ..

Mr. Glavin_

Mr. Ladd___ .

Mr. Nichols

Mr. Rosen _
Mr. Tracy

Mr. Carson

Mr. Egan_

Mr. Gurnea.

Mr. Harbo

Mr. Hendon^
Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm_
Mr. Nease ....

Miss Gandy

THIS MEMORANDUM IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
TO BE DESTROYED AFTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES





.thout prior Bureau authority and without the thorough clieck of the Bureau 1 s

.les. 77.

Yihile specific instances are not available at the present time
•wherein the field has been handicapped in the past of developments of infor-

mants in not being able to make prior approach without Bureau authority*
this subject has been brought up on occasions in In-Service training classes
apd in informal discussions -with representatives of the field.

Another consideration in this matter is the militant nature of the
ikimunist Party and its extreme antagonism toward the Bureau. The Bureau could
.<pt be in any more hated position as far as the Communists are concerned than

is at the present time. (So/tsequently* whatever charges might be made would

I

ly be a continuation of the attack against the Bureau..

tions

It is suggested that consideration be given to this matter. It is
'tinted out that the Special Internal Security School on Communist and
loviet matters begins February 10, 19h?f and that this matter can readily be
' iscussed with the representatives of the Field to obtain their views.



K °ffice MemoMtdum •
. UNITED states government

: THE DIRECTOR

, D. M. M!

SUBJECT: SMI-ANNUAL REPORT OFJPOWFIEENTIAL

.

NATIONAL DEFENSE INIORMNTS
V ~ DECEMBER, 1946

’

DEf

ON..

ED O'

The reports submitted by the field for December, 1946 relative to
National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1,479 National Defense
Informants. The distribution of this informant coverage according to
nationalistic groups is- as follows: ^Ssft'V

Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants
Informants

concerning German activities
concerning Italian activities
concerning Communist activities
concerning Japanese activities
concerning other nationalities
concerning general un-American

activities

30
17

1017

45
115
255

*1479

^Included in the total are 245 informants of the colored race.
it.

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the
field offices, T am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of^ Confidential National Defense fofomantsTdeveloped and utilized by each

1 division accordxng~to~ihe~ nationalistic tendency.
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Director*, FBI

7airacMiC3 gdih?idei^ial totsss

Reference la nade to your letter dated February 21, 19k7>
setting forth the procedure used to maintain the reports
of confidential informants. The method -which you cot forth
is that the original report of the informant has two holes
punched in the report and a 3” x £" slip of paper is stapled
thereon.

This stapling end punching does not appear to alter or
deface the document in any way ?hich would affect its ad*

miscibility and there is no objection to this procedure.

JDD: B2S OH---

ji)k



Office AUmvmndum
•

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Director, IB I date: February 21, 1947

SAC, Los Angelos

lAIimmiTCE C0IJFIDEI3TIAI* II3F0?t!.TAHT REPORTS

I should like to have the benefit of the Eureau's observations
upon; the proper method of maintaining the reports of paid confidontial
informants . •

This office has, as the Bureau is aware, a number of paid confi--
dential informants, the large majority of whom are being retained in connec-
tion! with investigations of the Comsaunist party and related matters. Lxcept
in aj few instances where it is not feasible to do so, these informants submit
written reports in duplicate. A copy of each report is filed in the case file

covering the particular Communist club or section covered by that informant,
and. this copy is the one that is block-stamped, marked for indexing, and
otherwise handled as any other incoming serial. The original of the report,
however, is, in accordance with Bureau instructions, maintained in a separate
case file containing only the reports of that particular informant and nothing
else. The original report is, of course, not block-stamped, marked for index-
ing, or serialized on the report itself, and is retained in the exact form in
which it was originally submitted with the exception that it is necessary
under this system to punch the two holes in the top margin by which it is

fastened in the file cover. In addition, however, for the purpose of being
able to account at all times for the location of a particular original report,
it is, of course, necessary to serialize it in some manner. Therefore, this
office is following the procedure of attaching a S x 5 slip of paper by means
of a staple to the lower right corner of the original report, and the block
stamp is thereafter placed upon this piece of paper rather than on the report
itself, and is appropriately serialized and initialed .hr the file. It will
be noted, therefore, that under this system of maintaining the original report
the only change in its original form is the two punch holes mentioned and the
staple affixing the 3x5 slip of paper. This system has the advantage of
making the reports more readily accessible, but has the possible disadvantage
of the punch holes and the ‘staple.

The only other method for properly maintaining the original inform-
ants* reports would seem to be that of placing each original report in a
separate white envelope appropriately stamped with the exhibit stamp along
with identifying data as to the 'nature of the exhibit.' Under this eysin .

mm
*53



Director February 21, 1947

He: MAJITEMCE CONFIDEHTIAL IKF0RMA1JT REPORTS

no punch holes, staples, etc., would, be necessary. However, this system
would have the disadvantage of making it necessary periodically to make up
bulky exhibit envelopes which would result to some extent in additional work
for the file room and exhibit clerk as well as making the reports not nearly
so readily accessible to Agents. It is noted that in this office numerous
reports are received from each informant and that reference is being con-
stantly made to them by Agent personnel.

As stated, I should appreciate the Bureau's comments in regard to
this matter and particularly concerning the point as to whether the stapling
and punching of the original report as outlined would detract in any way from
the admissibility of such reports as the original notes of the particular
informant concerned.



-Qffice Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVE

AMO. .

CONFIBOi'nftQ

class^eo3 tW-E--- 5^gfe¥ftary 1U, 19^7 4

““ D. II. ladd

{o -A- " CStSpfeiEV^
subject:

pl^P^catio|

4.2r?W- -V
jX-'w / is
rter/ il

Pursuant to your conference with Mr. J. K. Eumford on February £;a?
u^m

Ta^—
12, 191*7, in regard to a check of the confidential informants, I wish to LmSs

‘ t.hfl present time the Bureau maintains
confidential informants on Communist matters . These informants report information
not only on the Communist Party but on the extremely radical Socialist Workers
party, the Workers Party, and on various Communist dominated or infiltrated groups,/
This number of paid informants, 21*9, also includes Bureau Informant

! |
who has (b

many sources and informants working for him and furnishing information to the Bureau



Mr. Tolson^.

Mr. E. A. Tamm„

Mr. Clegg

Mr. Glavin_ i
WL INFORMATION CONTAINS?
mzzxn is McrjtsstxiSD,

EXCEPT 'f

OTHERWISE v i

March 4, 1947

* * ‘MSfMOKANDUM FOB MR, NlCHlfl

Vaj^tOTcnols

^W. Rosen

Mr. Tracy

Mr; Carson

Mr. Etgan

Mr. Gurnea

Mr. Harbo

Mr. Hendon

Mr. Pennington

Mr. Quinn Tamm„
Mr. Nea3e >

Miss Gandy

Reference is made to the telegram dated March 2, 1947 * from the
captioned individual sent at Oakland Pier, California, from

| 1

Southern Pacific train northbound to Portland, Oregon. Piles were checked
against the name oj |

and no record was found.

' ¥ File 66-2542-3-47-178 reflects a letter dated May ^1, 1941. from
vJ\) the San Francisco Field Division establishing l agJcon-
tP fidential national dofepsa Informantf lofthe San Francisco Fieiax
Sv Division. At that tlme

| [
was~employed as a waiter on the SS

v

W j. President Coolidge. He was expected to furnish information regarding sub-
'jvt Aversive activities in the American Merchant Marine. He attended school in
vt'jv Spokane ^5. Seattle, Washington, and at Los Angeles, California. He also

attended the University of Washington one year and the University of Oregon
1 one year.

Vi.

A

^ File IOO-3-23-536 entitled "Communist Political Association, USA,
District Number .13 . San Francisco Field Division - Internal Security, C" on
page 4 lists

| |
as having a Communist Party hook In 1944 having

joined the Party in that year and as being a member of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards Union. w(Uj

. File 100-164249-5 entitled "Alden Otis Clark - Security Matter . C"

,

reflects that, ninjrk was reported to have recruited}
-

]

|

San Francisco, California, a seaman, into tne uommunist
1 xtuu,y xxi x^. Ux l&A

Ho other record could be found which might possibly be identical
with the captioned individual.

RECOMMENDATION: That the incoming communication be filed and no reply made.

mmmmmm -- - ^ - s -3£s.Qscpi xMTLy1

*

\ wh/d^ V - ^sstn'r

b 0 M/H& ‘j ft Jft/ry THIS MEMORANDUM IS FOB ADMINISTRATIVE PUEPOSES
‘ Hf. 6 BE DESTROYED AFTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES
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OW OAKLAND PIER CALIF MARCH 2 1947 346P

<J EDGAR HOOVER HQ OF FBI

DEAR SIR I EARNESTLY IMPLORE AND REQUEST YOU TO SAVE MY LIFE V A

TON THIS TRIP PLEASE HELP ME AND USE SOME OTHER MEANS THAT WILLp

BEST SERVE YOU AND MY BELOVED . COUNTRY I PRAY GOD YOU HEED (J

this prmtrcT him Mrmrr -punTinm

A . J

^CODIES DL’STi*Uxi.ii •

& 582JUL lit
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SP TRAIN NORTHBOUND TO PORTLAND
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TAG, favsnnah

Birsctor, FBI

ccrir rim bAiicm oi^rr it:

ysrch IS, 1947

BreiCThY CM

reference is mado to year letter dated February 13, 1947, concern-
ing Instructions presently outstanding in regard to Confidential National
l>ofense Informants as sat forth in faction. 94 (4), (5) a and (12) c.

lour interpretation of the instructions concerning fee uubmioaicn
to the Bureau of information on Confidential rational Bofonse informant:} os
sat forth in your letter is correct. Ihe Bureau does not desire that all
Informants be given symbol numbers regardless of how frequently they may be
utilized. “ A permanent symbol number should be furnished to any infer? ant,
eltliar rational Eeferaco or general investigative, who has been found to be
reliable and can and dcaa provide information with sufficient regularity.
By giving an individual of this typo a permanent symbol number and advising the
Bureau of such designation, this number can be used in reports without 'die

necessity of attaching an informant sheet.

It is realised that many Informants are developed in the field
whose names are maintained and who are utilised from tine to tine <r* Ihout
their having been furnished a permanent symbol number, and there is no
objection to this latter procedure.

1th regard to informants on Communist natters, instruetius.a have
boon issued that before a direct contact can ba r.ado with a prospective in-
formant on Cennnnisn, authority must be obtained fren the Bureau. iio.t ‘the
naro of a prospecti\^ informant is submitted to the Bureau with certain

::

background data it iu searched against the Bureau files and either authority
is given to contact the Individual directly or, in tho event derogatory

\

information is revealed, tho field is advised to rake t#~ceatact. After
the individual who is a possible informant on Corruniinmlic contacted

;

and agrees to provido ^formation, ho should thereofter^bo considered ad
any other confidential informant; feat is, maintained without a symbol number
if ho is only contacted from tiro to tire or imdskacTb symbol number if ho
is used with sufficient regularity to justify a syafecZn

)

,ts t> ,fi&
ou

/
J

r*



Office Memm UNiTED STATES GOVERNMENT

Director, FBI

SAC, Savannah

O
CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS

DATE: February 13, 1947

Reference is made to Section 9A (4), (5) a and to Seotion 9A (12) c

of the Manual of Rules and Regulations, containing instructions as to th@~stfli>^

mission of information to the Bureau concerning National Defense Informants.

In the past I have interpreted the above instructions to mean that
information need not be submitted to the Bureau concerning Confidential National
Defense Informants and that symbol numbers need not be assigned to them unless

z' the informant has displayed his ability to furnish information, it is believed
that he mil from time to time continue to furnish information and information
is received from him frequently enough to justify giving him a permanent symbol
number, just as the rules apply to Confidential General Investigative Informants.

(

It appears, however, it may be the desire of the Bureau that
Confidential National Defense Informants be submitted to the Burea^regSrdles

s

of how frequently they may be utilized.
'

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the Bureau advise me
as to the correot interpretation in this connection.

ALL MFOKBSAnm CQMTAMED

wd/j-ds

Hv
4 J 19. 7

RBOOB&K# ~
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(F) ‘CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS^COMUNIST NATTERS ~
to obtain~and.'

"

develo
'

jTT^fidintial informants^on Communist natters, one °^ej
.

recently' reviewed a number of files, of Confidential National Defsna*f
who had previously been discontinued.. This’- r|^ew_ reflected that, in a rumour of

instances the services of the various- informants- yjere aiscont^ued for reas n
.

such as entrance into the military service, extended illness 2^any
parture from the area. The informants had been valuable in the “
instances no reason was. given for the discontinuance other tnan these- circura •

.

stances , v
• \

’
" " ’•

In. view of. the necessity to continually obtain • and develop

particularly "in the Communist field, the suggestion is made,, if ft has no. site y

been die, to review the discontinued files of Confidential Informs to deter^

mine whether any of these individuals could not be recontacted and again utili.

|

OCT 2 81946
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

I. JITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION.

Transmit the following message to:

ROUTINE

AUGUST B, I9h7

SACS BOSTON
BUTTS
KANSAS CITY
MOBILE
NORFOLK
PORTLAND
ST. LOUIS

SEMIANNUAL REPORT CNDI »S. ADVISE V&91 SBilAJffiUAL REPOST

SUBMITTED CHDI*S.

HOOVER

JDDjPES .

rv 3^f
$4

» 1

COPIES DESTROYED

R 682 JUL 19 1961
»«*Ml UMtMi¥ (NmnaMwi)

= CMHUWCATIMt IfCTH»

AUG 5 194?

= e/

~spi,p^ TELETYPE



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOffice 'Memorandum

TO
. : THE BISECTOR ,

K-FROM : MR..D. M. LADD

SUBJECT: SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS
JULY, 1947

sc^tcIES

4
The reports subnitted by the field for July, 1947 relative to

National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1,485 National Defense
'informants. The distribution of this- informant coverage according to

^
nationalistic groups is as follows

O' \

V
J

•mInformants concerning German activities
Informants concerning Italian activities
Informants concerning Communist activities
Informants concerning Japanese activities
Informants concerning other nationalities
Informants concerning general un-American

activities

Total

. 29
15

1017
50

129
245

*1485

^Included in the total are 234 informants of the colored race.

}
lb give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of

•^this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the
field offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of
Confidential National Defense Informants developed and utilized by each

* field division according to the nationalistic tendency.
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namiwrtamfti;

NORFOLK 0



PORTLAND*

RICHMOND

ST. LOUIS

ST. PAUL

SALT LAKE CITY

SAN ANTONIO

SAN DIEGO

PSAN FRANCISCO

SPRINGFIELD

TOTALS 50_ 129 245

9 (2

44,£5



STANDARD FORM NO. 84

-Office Memorandum
C#

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DR. D. -I!. LADD

JJr. J. F. Coyne c

49286 DATE: August

SUBJECT: IJEGRCr COI,~37II!EIITI.''.I/ETFOPIAIITS '<s. , /
~T7

4

At your request the Confidential Informant Desk had a count
made of all active negro informants on this date. There are fifty male
and ten female negro informants who are paid more than JlO per month
on a regular basis. In addition, there are 37k male and 36 female
informants who are either unpaid or paid on a C.O.D. basis. The grand
total is I|.2U male negro informants and 1j.6 female negro' informants.







I
CONFm^TIAl

SAG, Sew Xork

Director, FBI

ALL Ijffomms contain®

iSJFtEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED September 22, I?it?

EXCEPT WH2KE SHOWN .

OTHERWISE PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Sowaanist Party Informants en \
Level or Higher! declassified BVVjtfJ • • •

on

The Bureau, as y<m are aware, has hem c onsidering for same Use the
development of an inforaaat m. the highest possible level in the Coamuniet
Party, several good possibilities were proposed as a result of a special
project with the Sew York field Division and the Bureau is now contemplating
as approach to one or acre ©f these persons. It is anticipated that this
approach will be made by a third party who will net indicate in any way hie
coanectiao with the Bureau* (7k^ (LL)

The Special Agents in Charge receiving copies of this letter are
requested to furnish the Bureau as soon as possible, any suggestions, views, or
ecafflsnts concerning the approach to a amber of the National Committee or
higher by a third party on behalf of the Bureau. It is requested that the
Bureau be advised of any individuals or organisations, specifically or

On that basis, submit your views in order that consideration may
be given to making an approach in the future through a third party to a
National Committee member anywhere in the country. You may also wish to
express m. opinion as to the advisability of this method of approach to sue

a high functionary within the Jterty you should do so.rY'/tJLJ

m in a sh’lfi m aj

Board, National Cowlttee wad the

1HDEXF-

^SIFiCATH



itotmr 28, 284?

OAlE^-^-BY.&suz
mmr*t r<w m, mm

tfO tas, urn
MB, TOISQS

In aon<ieobi on with the attached e&mmmtcatten from
the Deputy Chief of Muul Intelligence 'Sated Datoher IS, 184?,
«hi oh is in reply to sy letter of October 7, 1M?, I would like
to be advised exactly what the foot* are in this situation.
Is it a fact that the tm informants about whom m complained
have been employed by Sami in telIt jenee

,
far six years and six

months, respectively, le it a fact thatMJms<L inferemite did
not furnish information tv the FBI end mmiJ^fnrnish it only
to iMlg t» it a fact that the , office of tftpml Intelligence in
Philadelphia hoe been furnishmg MTe Bureau w7Wh~lnfomation
obtained from these two informants! Just what has been the value
and character of the information secured from these two informants!
and any other facts in thte mutter which will jtoe m a complete
and true picture of this situation.

1 would also like to beam my other instances in which
07j has operated or is operating informants in situations in
which this Bureau has a primary interest and Jurisdiction,

My recollection is that Qua has been the most persistent
of the trued feruicee * intelligence mite in invoking the portion
of tke'¥t0ltmHatto* agreement which provided for mare than one
agency being intereetedln d certain field, Of course, such
interpretation ae the ClU adomscee practically makes the delimi-
tation agreement useless, Marnecer, before entering into any
further c&ntro „#r«y about the eituatim I would like to have

H all the facts not only in thte particular case but in similar
cases so X will be fully informed*

^DX$tachment ffith Mr, Tamm*s copy)

n
j~7

FROM D. 0,

|
f

|
B4xe_i_n-ff-ej

'
:">&'isK

ferg truly yours.

k/ o£//
John kdgar Soever

Director

HSC<« Jj7^-
'""’rST . *r

/J1 "i»V'
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''•STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Mmo^mdmt *
A.TESUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

is\wm
C01AIE9

DATE: October IT^7

COKMUl’lHpP CON/^BfNTIAL TNI’ORMNTg - /-, ,

COtfflKJNIST PASTY HISTORY ^ j(

flEO
.

(y Q/nurnVfS ^ |

' In connection with the preparation of the Communist Party
Brief, it was ascertained that the complete Party history of some
.confidential informants has not been previously obtained from these
informants during the course of their being contacted by Agents in the
Held* In several selected instances, the Field was requested to thoroughly

. interview the particular informant who had a long Party history, and consid-
erable information in regard to the individual's background was obtained which
will- be of assistance in the preparation of the Brief.

Meticulous, thorough and complete interviews with all national defense
informants on Communism and related matters would appear to be in order so that
the Bureau will have on hand at all times a complete history of these informants
which has been demanded in many instances by the Communist Party itself.

RECOMMENDATION ; There is attached for approval a proposed letter to
all Special Agents in Charge directing that as soon as practicable, all confi-
dential informants on Communism and related matters are to be thoroughly and
completely interviewed, and a history of their activities in the Communist Party
or other subversive organizations similar to that demanded of them by the
Communist Party should be obtained* ^ /



Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM ^SBSfSSBBm V A ,, yr /V4^
^ EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN FC /0R ,//6r ^ ^ *1 f)

,

^subject,oterasE
StCUSSJBCAT# £r>

.
V At a meeting of the Executive Conference on September 29, 1947,

s
'«k 1 attended by Messrs, Tolson, Glavin, Tracy, Harbo, Nichols, Mohr, McCabe,

\
Neaseand Ladd, the suggestions in the attached memorandum -with reference
to thashandlina of Communist informants was discussed. It was pointed out

"
' to the Conference that“at the present time the Bureau has some 266 Oommdm!

. informants nn. t.hp inwpr levels . A schedule of these informants is attacfcs

‘ CUSSIBED AJiO^aJ DiXB»---&ctober 3, 1947

It was pointed out that all of these have been developed ana agprbacned
directly by Bureau Agents, .that they are reporting direct to Bureau Agents_and/

j

thg^URgj^/jsxcnx^^ rk. is under Bureau Agents , A great many of them are? /

doing this work primarily for patriotic motives and would, discontinuexmZthe^ v
event thsy_were_working for some third party. It was further pointed out that
the value of the work of such informants is greatly increased when they can be
directed by a Bureau Agent as has been shown in the past in other cases where, a
third person has operated an informant. It was pointed out in such instances
in the past that when the Bureau has taken over and run these irrfo^mants' Itself
the. quality and quantity of their work has greatly increased,

' The Executive Conferenaexwasxinanimously—ofLiJae^oninion. that we should
continue to' handle the Communist informants on the lower levels, aa-is.presently
done, i « e

,

by_direct_approach7 onjthe part_pX-lur.eau3jents
flffi)

j

The Executive Conference was advised with reference to approaching
I informants on a high, level in the Communist .Party that there were several
suggestionsT/jQf CtJ l /f, \ , 4 f)^ BBmRDdl^/

/
'> C .L' - , ~ A /Z)

n^FwiIREGT CCNTACT BY MEANS OF A THIRD PMTY )?&

As far as the Bureau being iden^Pf

;
this method seems to be better, <j.r nandled properiyythe imf^ms^lLd^^ffot
know that the FBI is in the picture'itsall and has no i^slurp ^®>j^&^nything

- go es wrong. On the other hand, effieienW is sacrificeo^^aud^^ett^',control
can be had over an informant by handling him yourself tklp^by
to another person. Another thing which should be^kegt in mind is th^Mr
extremely high percentage of our informants- or£ Communist matters are^mVbhe
Party providing information to us because^we encouraged them. In many instances
bhe individual had to be persuaded even tho^u^TndiTectl^'to assist the Bureau,
The fact that they have become informants for us, ’the FEC^ does not mean that
the same individuals would have become informants for ’a Rifely private or non*- >

Governmental organization* Asregards\efficiency of operation, many of the L L
informants taken over from

| |
did not\ieasure up to the informants developed\>^

, ourselves and closer handling and supervision resulted in. many e^minations*'^^

OECUgSIFIEDBY^fe^.^*^/^. \ t

^anything
mcWtrol

^ DML: da f . „

L



t

aT^lggnts - Select a small group of agents well versed in the Party,
underwrite them with funds and operate undercover in New York City.
Thuywould be controlled by the Seat of Government and though their
funds would be - unlimited, specific authority would be obtained before
approaching a prospect and making an offer. If approval is given to
this general plan, a cover could easily be decided upon and leads furnished
concerning individuals on the National Committee who could be contacted, /’ .

This would have to be correlated with any action contemplated by TT«1•TXLl'Lj

b. A*SxsA.gents - Reliable ex-agents who may have an occupation at the present
time which could be used as a means for them to approach high function-
aries in the Party. The New York Office and the Seat of Government
could decide who should be utilized in this manner, both from a person-
nel standpoint and the type of business that the ex-agent may be operat- /
ing such as attorney, investment counselor or public relations man, fa/j mJ

c*
|

.Ih Tfo has al ready been mentioned thatl
|

has made a preliminary
review o | 1 file and the suggestion has already been made

(

that he work' b j |
If

| [efforts in this regard are un-
successful, it is suggested that he continue as he is a third party,
whose reliability is unquestioned* Any operation through a third
party depends upon .the integrity of the individual acting for the
Bureau, Therefore,! [should be used on this project just as long
as possible as it will obviate the necessity of investigating another
intermediary for this work* QCjfUJ ”

d*
1 1- This writer of the New York Y/orld Telegram has co-

operated to a certain extent with the New York Office and is well-known
for his articles on Communism, His information at times has indicated
that he has good informants and it is suggested that an inquiry be made
to determine, if possible, whether any of these informants are high in

}

the Party, This inquiry could consist of a technical surveillance on
Whitman's residence and if unproductive, consideration be given to placing
a surveillance on his office telephone. He must have good sources in order
to continue to publish .the articles which he has, and we ought to attempt to
find out who they are, fiO ( jJL) \

eT^Rlace .a Special Agent in the. Party - From a long-range viewpoint, a
Special Agent within the Party would be the most ideal witness in the future
that we could have. The biggest difficulty in this situation would be the
covering of the agent fs background. It will be recalled that Agent Sullivan
some time ago was to proceed to New York under cover but the plan was

t

dropped, partly due to his background. If approval is given to this \A\
suggestion, the field should be advised that instead of discontinuing
immediately the investigation of an applicant who indicated a Communist^^w,
or other subversive background, to discreetly ascertain whether his



connections could be used by him to go into the Party upon our behalf.
The applicant could then be quickly given an Agent’s status, briefed
on his duties and without any lapse of time showing on his record, be
placed in a logicalnosition in the business world and work his way up
within the Party.

f. Views of Representative SAC’s « It is suggested that the SAC’s of
,

the field offices having considerable Communist work submi^suggestions
concerning third party possibilities as, go-betweens JLn reaching ^a potential
infaHant^on National Committee level. These Field Divisions have
Communist Party Districts which are represented on the National Committee
and the Offices may through the SAC's be able to furnish a good inter-
mediary to reach a local National Committee in New York.

Other individuals and organizations have been considered such as the
Railway Audit and Inspection Eureau, Central Industrial Services, and business
organizations such as NAM. It is not believed advisable to use these groups
if we can operate without them in view of their known activity in the labor
field. Ostensibly these organizations are interested in Communist infiltration,
but at the same time are more concerned with the activities of the Communists
more than anything else as effecting labor relations. -

Consideration has been given to religious groups, but the most militant,
the Catholic Church, would be in a difficult position in attempting to approach
a functionary of the Party unless it were an exceptional case such as Budenz.
We are obtaining, of course, through Budenz, many ‘leads and much information
of value not only in regard to high Party officials, but also the brief

The Conference was advised that letters have already gone out to the
represent*few€ACs requesting their views.

Messrs* Tracy and Harbo recommended that the Bureau endeavor to make a
direct approach to those informants in the Communist Party on a high level
feeling that to do so would permit a much betterphanqe of developing an
informant and obtaining information of value* (tAA

Messrs. Tracy and Harbo also recommended that an effort be made to set up
an Agent or an ex-Agent on a^long ^ange basis with the idea of having him work
into the Communist Party*

The rest of the Conference, Messrs. Tolson, Glavin, Nichols, Mohr, N. McCabe,
Nease and T,add recommended that there be no direct approach on a high level but
that Informant

! Continue his efforts to contact and develop some of the high^b
Communist Party officials as informants on behalf of the Bureau without disclosing
his principal.

- \ &
Respectfully,

. For the Conference

)nr U--

' 7
I r Clyde A. Tolron E, A. Ta%

Attachment



Office Memorandum • united states govi
atJBKW*-

"

KENT

Director, FBI date:September 17 , 1$47

subject ^Development, of Major National Communist Party! / \

/ Figures as Confidential Informants J Qfa (

The necessity of obtaining informant coverage among the top Sim

levels of the Communist party has been recognized for seme time, and
efforts have been concentrated, particularly within the last year, toward “ ss g3n(

this objective. By having such an individual available, the Bureau
will be able to anticipate moves by the Party, obtain pamphlets, official
communications among the high officials and also be aware of the rea\ motives
behind any activity of the Party. [lV) nccmED BY

ACTION BY THE FIELD AND SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

DECLASSIFIED BY^.

In various communications from the Bureau to the field, stress was
placed on the development of individuals as Communist Party informants who
could be shifted from place tp place or who could be considered as informant
material on a top level. tV JlS-A

The New York Division by letter of March 13, 19^7 advised of the
assignment of two special agents, full time, to a project .whereby an informant
could be developed on the National Committee. Approval was given to this
project and the files of all persons originally elected to the National Board,
National Committee and the National Review Commission of the Party from -the
New York area were carefully reviewed. The followingperpons were considered
for possible development as a result of this review: p&fUy / J

W 31WX1947

im-y

Xr
In addition, two other pers«Hf^^"of the \al

, in the Party. wpt»p> nfinsirifiTPri//TheSe.were : J
empi-oyed-dDy Intffl

ye categories, but

Separate letters on the above individuals werty seftt to the Bureau and
sons apnftarprf to Joe the best prospects, namely I I

V / HrorTTTTTTrOTroroh CONTAINER
hi' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.CiasslM.by herein is unclassified

, / .A, EXCEPT 'A
rKEnE SHOWN •

‘

Declassify otherwi^ • , s .%

I

'

|

and recently becamj |

I
for~-theCPa^rty

.
^His nossibility^Ur^V

IU ASCfi F0£ EXTENmlN

fCM, 11, 1 -2-4-2- - -
-A *

CATE OF REVIEW F0R\ , q /

CEClA$SiFiCAJ(Of. - .Aj« *



C0^mi

Memo for The Director

as an informant lief in the utilization to best advantage of his criminal record,

1 Iwhich indicates that he was arrested by the Newark, New Jersey
Police Department in 1930 and charged with adultery. In 1931 he was arrested

by the police department!^ Washington, D. 0« for assault with intent^ to rob,

and sentenced to Whart%fi^7irginia fpr three years. It may be possible to use
this record as a lever in convincing! |that its disclosure would do him
no good in the eyes of the Party and could, if notoriety resulted, from its
disclosure be the means of his dismissal from a high position.

Another item indicative oj I possibilities is a memorandum
in the New York files concerning a visit by| |to that office on March 31*
1937. He volunteered information on white slave activities in the vicinity
of Newburgh . New York and wanted to be' reimbursed for this information. It
may be that

| |
would be susceptible to providing information for money

since in 1937 at least he was not adverse to accepting money for reporting
white slave activity,

Finally, the development of| |as an informant would be practical
from a long range point of view since he might well be worked into the National
Committee in time.

"
I

1 who is a member of the National Committee and
was| las been suggested as an informant possibility.
In the opinion of the New York Office, close scronity of| |during recent
years make^it appear unlikely that he is presently operating as a paid in-
formant. This is borne nut, by investigation and contacts with other informants,
which all agree that!

|

-is nnnt.fnuouslv in need of money. If he were
being paid for information, there is a good likelihood that he would receive
sufficient to keep him in_funds.. The Baltimore Office recently advised in
checking the activity of

| |

while he was in that territory, advised that

(

his only income appeared t6 be ms Party salary and expenses and he remarked
to informants he never had any money and expected the members to "take care of
hi

* ,

fine New York informant,
! [

las advised that
while I gives the impression of being an ardent Marxist, having attended

;
the I.kiu

/
'"icirooT in Moscow in 193U,

|

[ip nni ^nmrj’nfod of his sincerity, /f, \

However,
[

has been a member of the Communist Party since 1931 and in- MjjP

vestigation has revealed that he has a severe hatred for the Bureau as well as

- 2 -



Memo for The Director

being a most energetic worker for the Communist Party.

There is also some possibility that
|

(could have been a high-
placed official in the National Maritime Union mun a high salary, but seems
to have preferred to work for the Party at a very nominal one. Notwithstanding

, the conflict in regard to the possibilities of
| |

he has been suggested
'for informant possibilities, principally because of his need for money, his
recent trouble with the Maritime Service and the suspicions that perhaps he-?

j

did act as an informant at one time in the past for other individuals

Coincident with the efforts of the field in checking the background
of

| |
a review was made at the Seat of Government of the allegations con-

cerning his possible use in the past by other parties as an informant. You
.will recal^in this regard a memorandum dated March 31, 12hl based nnnn the
(note from^oonfidential informant

| _

Tin
f
it eating that|

|
could

lenlist the 'services oj . ~l whpj alleged was the highest paid under-
jeover man in the PartvTl lurtnsr skid that he had| |for awhile
Jduring the war.

|
|is thoroughly unreliable, however, and very little

credence can be placed in anything he says. It will be noted, however, that
this recent assertion bvl I through

[

|was a reiteration of a
report from I I in 19)i6 inrii riatiirtp- thaw ne nearii from one of the sources

'

that|
|

|had been used as informants

I

by
| 1 was requested to obtain a

clarification of this information reported in 19^6 and furnished the note, in
March I9I47 frca

| |

who is possibly the original source. Q\

In my memorandum of March 31, 19U7 on this entire matter, it was
pointed out that the Bureau files contain a communication front

|
dated

July 7, 19^2, originally from
|

in which he said|
|

could be
made an informant but it woula cost a considerable sum. Me axso asserted that

j \
had offered her services to the Hearst Syndicate

.

i

uuner vaiuapie nommunists as possible informants were list.ed by
| |

as *

j

end several others . yjA (jA

Iwas recommended as an informant possibility
.by New York Ih view 6f her background and recent attitude. She comes frqn a
\quiet, respectable, Italian family with deep religious convictions, all membp-

\of the Roman Catholic Church. A neighborhood inquiry indicated that wherl_
Embraced Communism, the family was very unhappy and considerably moved. It
was the opinion of several persons interviewed that an accident occurring aroi

1916 had much to do with the change in mental attitude of
| |

\A'
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At that tijae, shoytly after her elementary school graduation, she

|
leaving her with a

permanent disability ayd a noticeable limp. The accident allegedly had a
markecPerrecu on

[ |

ana sne oecame extremely serious and very intellectual.
She subsequently accumulated scholastic honors in high school and college and
became identified with Communist activities in the 1<?30 >s.

There is no indication thaij^
|

has swerved from her loyalty
to the Communist Party but she has evidenced dissatisfaction with the present
leadership and it is known that she has a pressing need for money. In this

(

last letter, uErough a technical surveillance on Her office, it"was learned
•that she was trying to obtain §2,000 by placing another mortgageoiv-her house.
She stated she already has a .&16Q0 second mortgage outstanding.^/ /(Aj

.p, it is known that
met at the heme of

bisaffection. s-

|
the Party certainly would not approve oi

j |

continued association with him^^(f^)

Another item obtained by this tech"’5 ',a
'

1 mwoinanco ™ I I
b7D

on March 19. 19ji7 was a conversation betweei

|
bf the Newspaper Guild in whi<

leadership of the Communist Party is “corrupt at the core.” Another~T!nn«-
versation r eported by the same informant on June 28 19li7 betweenf |

and
^jwas the statement by

|

~| 111 am black and blue all over from
down town.” It could be an implication that she was being pushed around by
the Communist party leadership. She went on to say referring to the Communist
Party leadership: "Thev’re-a-bunch. of nuts. I wouldn’t say this to anybody
except the mojst-Ioyal people, but they're a bunch of _mts . They're off the
reservation.'

' ‘
’

~~

[PRESENT STATUS OF PROPOSED CONTACTS WITIj

| |
as mentioned above, is not a member of the National

Committee but has been suggested that steps be taken to develop him as he is
a likely prospect for the National Committee and if he were developed as an infcam-
ant on a long range basis, we would have excellent coverage. The New York
Office has not been advised to take any action as vet in regard to|

|

and
pending the outcome of our attempts to reach! . . who already £

on the National Committee, it is suggested tfed be held in abeyance^

’ U#

and



Since
to him by Agent!

is openly antagonistic to the Etureau, an
under pretext would probably be useless.

however, has reviewed the entire file on Lannon and was to have made an approach
to

| 1 within the past month. I I
however, was found to be residing

in a summer camp inNew York State and it was decided to wait until he returned
to New York City. is ready to proceed in this regard at any time

.

SineJ I

has indicated several times dissatisfaction with the
Party leadership and needs money, it was also decided to havel rwork on her.
He has not, however, had the opportunity to review the file on j l

and
since it appears she is a very likely prospect, when I

~|is briefed more
completely on| l.piyton to sending him to New York, he should also be
prepared or

j

[METHODS OF APPROACHING POTENTIAL INFORMANT!?!

The work which has been done for the past months with the objective
of reaching a high Party functionary as a possible informant has been concerned
primarily with the individuals who would be the most logical prospects.
Secondly, the method of approach must be given considerable thought."T'

I. Direct Contact

ects . / .

In obtaining Communist informants, a rule was laid down in 19hS that
no one was to be directly contacted in this regard without prior Bureau approval.
Appropriate inquiries and checks were to be made and submitted to the Bureau
for consideration. Advice was then to be given to the field regarding approach-
ing or not approaching the individual. This rule is still in effect*

In completing the project regarding possibilities as informants, the
New York Office eliminated contact through a third party in favor of direct
interview wherein Bureau Agents will identify themselves as such and proceed
with the interview under an appropriate pretext devised for the occasion.
It was felt that a prospect would prefer to deal with a person known to him
as a representative of the FBI rather than someone working for a reactionary
group such as the NAM. The New York Office further said that the candidate
would know that he would be furnishing to an authorized source which would
treat it with utmost confidence. By acting indirectly, someone sufficiently
close to and within the confidence of the potential informant must be obtained
and requires considerable investigation which is unnecessary in a direct inter-
view. It was also mentioned that the direct approach removes the question of
future security which is always present when using an intermediary (U

- 5 -
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Authority was just given to Via

ip develop his friendship with

Washington Field was told to have Fawcett sound outl |as an informant
possibility.

| [
is aware that Fawcett is a Special Agent, and therefore,

. any annrpach in the future will necessarily be direct if we are to utilize

| |
friendship. It is suggested that this matter be pushed as

|

~~|

has been offered the position of Secretary of the Party in the District of
Columbia at $50 a week. Re desires $75»00. if this plan is successful and
Branca becomes an infoimant, we could contribute toward his salary as Secretary
and make it worth while. The Party in the District is not represented on the
Rational Committee, bui| |due to his past Communist activity might be
pushed and there is always the chance that a representative, from the District
will be allowed on the Rational Committee in the future.

IS ,>|5iDIRECT CORTACT BY MEANS OF A THIRD PARTY^-^^J
As far as the Bureau being identified in the event trouble develops,

this method seems to be better. If handled properly, the informant does not
know that the FBI is in the picture at all and has no recourse to us if anything
goes wrong. On the other hand, efficiency is sacrificed because better control
can be had over an informant by handling him yourself then by giving control

to another person. Another thing which should be kept in mind is that an
extremely high percentage of our informants on Communist matters are in the
Party providing information to us because we encouraged them. In many instances
the individual had to be persuaded even though indirectly to assist the Bureau.
The fact that they have become informants for us, the FBI, does not mean that
the same individuals would have become informants for a purely private or non-
Governmental organization.|—ks—regards efficiency of operation, many of the
informants taken over from] |did not measure up to the informants developed./' .

ourselves ana closer handling and supervision resulted in many eliminations •y*!

1. Specific Suggested Approaches

a. Agents - Select a small group of agents well versed in the Party,
underwrite them with viSTiSTi^ed funds and operate undercover in New fork
City. TheywouLd.be controlled by the Seat of Government and though their
funds would be unlimited, specific authority would-be obtained before
approaching a prospect and making an offer. RntilTapproval is given to this

general plan, a cover could easily be decided upon and leads furnished s
concerning individuals on the National Committee who could be contacted.
This would have to be correlated with any action contemplated by TT-1.

- 6 -
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^Ex-Agents_- Reliable ex-agents •who may have an occupation at the present
time which could be used as a means for them to approach high function-
aries in the Party. The New York Office and the Seat of Government
could decide who should be utilized in this manner, both from a person-
nel standpoint and the type of business that the ex-agent may be opera^-y
ing such as attorney, investment counselor or public relations man.

: ]* It has already been mentioned that has made a preliminary
w of

| ,

Ifiia ^nd ftha supgfiST.-i on nas already been madereview
that he worx on|

|

If
|

successful, it is suggested thal
Jefforts in this regard are un-

he continue as he is a third party,
whose reliability is unquestioned. Any operation through a third
party depends upon the integrity of the individual acting for the
Bureau. Therefore,

| |
should be used on this project just as long

as possible as it will obviatfi/th^necessity of investigating another
intermediary for this work* 7 f̂it)

- This writer of I has co-
operated to a certain extent with the New York Office and is well-
known for his articles on Communism. His information at times has
indicated that he has good informants and it is suggested that an
inquiry be made to determine, if possible. Whether any of these in-
formants are high in the Party. This inquiry could consist of a
technical surveillance on

| [
residence and if unproductive,

consideration be given to placing a surveillance on his office tele-
phone. He must have good sources in order to continue to publish
the articles which, he has, and we ought to attempt to find out who
they are.

yPlace a Special Agent _in_the_ Party - From a long-range viewpoint, a Special
'Agent within the Party would be the most ideal witness in the future that we

I

fa it*
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• t

could have. The biggest difficulty in this situation would be the cover-
ing of the agent's background. It will be recalled that Agent Sullivan
some time ago was to proceed to New York under cover but the plan was
dropped, partly due to his background. If approval is given to this suggestion,
the field should be advised that instead of discontinuing immediately the
investigation of an applicant who indicated a Communist Party or other
subversive background, to discreetly ascertain whether his connections
could be used by him to go into the Party upon our behalf. The applicant
could then be quickly given an agent* s status, briefed on his duties and
without any lapse of time showing on his record, be placed in a logical, S i

position in the business world and work his way Up within the Party.

h. Views of Representative SAC'S - It is suggested that the attached
letter be approved to the SAC*s of the field offices having considerable
Communist work, requesting suggestions concerning third party possibilities
as go-betweens in reaching a potential informant on National Committee
level. These Field Divisions have Communist Party Districts which are
represented on the National Committee and the Offices may through the

SAC'S be able to furnish a good intermediary to reach a local National
Committee member or even a member of the National Committee in New York.

/The Offices to which this letter is being s ent aret New York^Chicago,
\ Detroit, Cleveland, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles.J&yftAj

Other individuals and organizations have been considered such as the

Railway Audit and Inspection Bureau, Central Industrial Services, and business
organizations such as NAM. It is not believed advisable to use these groups
if we can operate without them in view of their known activity in the labor
field. Ostensibly these organizations are interested in Communist infiltration,
but at the same time are more concerned with the activities of the Communists
more than anything -else as effecting labor relations.

Consideration has been given to religious groups, but the most militant,
the Catholic Church, would be in a difficult position in attempting to approach
a functionary of the Party unless it were an exceptional case such as Budenz.

Yfe are obtaining, of course, through Budenz, many leads and much _infomatio» of

value not only in regard to high Party officials, but also the brief.SL- fey

sj jirfejiB.IA.NT COVERAGE ON THE LOWER LEVELS,

At the present time we are operating directly 266 Ccmmunist informal—
a good percentage of vixom are members of the Party and minor officials. _Thd^e>

informants are being paid on a regular basis and in addition there are a.\qen- <

V>‘‘*
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siderable number who are unpaid or who receive small sums of money from time

to time C.O.D. It is not deemed desirable that these ordinary informants who
provide day to day coverage should be handled in any way other than directly.
Most of these informants are active in their present^capacity for the FBI and
would cease immediately if they were told that t&eywere no longer interested
in them and that they should hereafter furnish their information to a third
party. Their confidence has been obtained, in most instances, through long
association and to turn their operation over to another individual would
undoubtedly impair their efficiency even if they did not quit. Considerable
success has been had and it is hoped will be continued in the operation of
these informants who are providing .information which would be impossible for
a special agent to obtain. (Us)

Close scrunity is maintained over the activities of these people,
both in the field and at the Seat of Government, if- <^hey are paid on a con-
tractual basis and payments are only authorized for short periods of time.
Unless otherwise directed^these informants will continue to work directly
with our agents as such

.

For your information, there is attached a list of the number of these
informants with^-their status in the Communist Party or otherwise subversive
group. H)

- $ -







1 Miami 1 C. P, Member No official position

2 Milwaukee

3 Newark

7 New Haven

3 New Orleans

26 New York

3 Oklahoma City

2 Omaha

7 Philadelphia

1

C. P. Member

3 C. P. Members

6 C. P. Members

2 C, P, Members
1 Southern Conference

for Human Welfare

15 C. P. Members

3 I. W. 0.

1 National Negro
Congress

3 C. P. Members

1 I. 17.0.

2 C. P. Members

6 C. P. Members
1 I. ¥.0.

4 Phoenix

3

C. P. Members 1



FIELD OFFICE
' IN

ORGANIZATION
POSITION IN V\
ORGANIZATION0

14 Pittsburgh

3 Portland

1 Richmond

6 St. Louis

3 Saint Paul

1 Salt Lake City

24 San .Francisco

2 San Juan

15 Seattle

[2 Springfield

5 Washington, D.C.

12 C. F. Members

-

1 I. W. 0.

3 C. P. Members

1 C. P. Member

3 C. P. Members
1 S. W. P.

1 A. Y. D.
1 American Slav Congress

3 C. P. Members

1C. P. Member

20 C. P. Members
1 A. Y. D.
1 National Negro

Congress

1 C. P. Member

13 C. P. Members
1 Socialist Labor Party

2 C. P, Members

5 C. P. Members
1 National Negro Congress
1 Southern Conference

for Human Welfare

1
1

2 - Trash coverage
1 '

1

1

No official position

No official position

No official position

1
2

3
1

1
.

1 - Trash coverage
1 •

2 - Trash Coverage
1 •

2 •

2 A

No official position

In addition to the above, there is carried on the confidential pay rolisten the
Field, 9 criminal informants; 6 translators in connection with foreign languageV^ublication,
Western Union contact in Nam YnrV ri +t w v r rt ^

j
TashingtOH^D. C.j oncb?D
pho may^oon beemployee of Cuban EmT^ass^j|

employed in Embassy.
'
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October 6, 19U7

MEMORANDUM FOB MR. COYNE

FROM! J. D. DONOl

RE: INFORMANTS ON HIGH-LEVEL
CCKMUNIST PARTY, USA

Mr. Tolson__

Mr. E. A
Ms. Clegg_
Mr. Glavin_
Mr. Ladd_

'j* Mr. Nichola__

Mr. Rosen_
Mr. Tracy_
Mr. Carson__

Mr. Egan_

In connection with the interview with
are set forth:

the following suggestions

1. Public announcement was made on October 5, 19h7 of the formation
of a Communist International by the communist party in the Satellite
countries. It looks like the reactivation of the old Comintern. It
is incumbent upon us to follow any connection between the Comintern
and the Communist Party, USA. The answer, of course, is an informant
on a high level in the Party. ;/e are aware that this project is the
most important we have undertaken of an informant nature.

|

lie

aware of its importance. It should be emphasized, however, to
| j

that upon his efforts the greatest reliance is being placed and to
. not forget that the future success of our Communist program depends

uoon the results he obtains.

2 .

3.

It is suggested when] advises th£_date he will commence operations,
that a surveillance be placed upon| |by the best agents of the

iion against physical violence ifNew York Office, both as a
a reaction develops ag;

in a discreet mannerfOhimself.
Ld also ar> a necessary double check

It is suggested that New York ascertain whether| has a home
telephone and whether a tech can be placed thereon with security.
If so, a request should be made to the Attorney General for
authorization, and

| |

be covered by a tech for at least a
period of two weeks lfom the time of his approach by

j

Reinstall the tech on the office of| (immediately and ask
New York if a tech on her residence is feasible and secure.

activity is known, New York be complotoly <r
'

' ny leads over any
jhave talked about jf

2>V

When the date of|

advised to alert all Sutec personnel to catch any leads over any
Communist Party techs indicating!
being contacted. L

JDDsEH1//

THIS MEMORANDUM IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
TO BE DESTROYED AFTER ACTION IS TAKEN AND NOT SENT TO FILES
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SEATTLE

SPRINGFIELD
WASHINGTON, D. C.

QUANTICO

RE: COMMUNIST CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS - COMMUNIST PARTY HISTORY

'*
. In connection with the preparation of the Brief on the Communist Party,

Jit was determined that the Bureau does not have the complete Party history of our
Jconfidential informants on Communist matters. As you know, the Communist Party has
•

? been requesting its members to complete an extensive questionnaire which when
^filled out contains rather full information on the background of the individual.

-
; 'f-nvmany instances we will not have as much information on the informant as the

£ Communist Party will have when these questionnaires have all been turned in*. It
’ is imperative, therefore, that we know as much about our informants as does the.-

Party. To thoroughly analyze each individual informant q^d' hi s^pdsj^SrijtS es as
a witness, his personal history is necessary. <

'

\ ' You are directed to have the Agents handling confidential informants on

Communism thoroughly and completely interview each informant, obtaining from him
S- a detailed history of his participation in the Communist movement similar to that
\ required by the Party itself of important functionaries and membfers. Particular

attention should be paid to attendance at state and national conventions and Ple-
nums; membership .on education, literature or membership committees in the Party,
on all levels from club or branch to state or district, and attendance at Party
schools of all types including the National Training School or schools sponsored
by the Comintern abroad. Information should be obtained as to his connections
with the distribution of, or his subscription to, and thorough knowledge of, the
various Party publications such as the "Daily Worker," "Daily People's World,"
"The Communist," "Political Affairs," and "New Masses."

~ In each item, the time and place concerned should be carefully fixed.
^°^he-comp1 et e name of the individual and all Party names or aliases should also

^bo--set out. The informant should also be interrogated regarding his personal knowl
Harjedge—and acquaintance, if any, with the various national officers of the Party
pem||EgpO,he first day of his membership to the present time.

(SRX£XtifiL

FILES
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I

The Party history of each informant should he set out in chronological

form with the exception of the last mentioned item concerning national officials.
These interviews as above described are not to be confined solely to Communist
confidential informants but the same type of interrogation should be had of each
and every national defense informant furnishing information to your Office of a

subversive nature. These latter informants should furnish their history in re-

gard to the particular organization or organizations with which they are or have
been connected. Individual letters should be prepared under the caption and
symbol number of the particular informant and transmitted to the Bureau as soon

as possible.

Very truly yours,

£sl, <&LxTrV****

John Edgar Hoover
Director
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Steiteral Summ of Ettuesflgatton

Unitcii states department of Uuattee

Los Angeles, California
October 7, 1947

cow^omw-

Director, FBI

Dear Sir:

PERSONAL AMD CO SHTIAL

RE*^C(mUNIST PARTY INFORMANTS ON
I NATIONAL' COMMITTEE LEVEL OR HIGH!

q ^
ffeurle^ 9/?2/47. •ou#*.nJ

Los Angeles County Coiraminist Party,

[ are two most importantan<

Communists in this area. Both men represent the “hard core11 of the

Communist Party and it is not suggested that either of these men be
approached as potential informants. C

I feel that the direct approach by Special Agents under an
appropriate pretext, but not under cover, is not desirable because
of the possibility that an individual of such importance might try
to turn an interview to his advantage by blasting the Bureau in the
Party and labor press. It seems to me it would be better for Special
Agents to approach such a functionary under cover. In this way.
Special Agents could be selected for the assignment who are thoroughly
versed in Communism. The approach could be made skilfully and yet
later no allegations could be made against the Bureau. The approach
made by the Russians to potential souseps ^ef information, as rav.aaJ.ed.. .

Exhaustive investigation into the background of potential in-
formants should develop their personal and politcal weaknesses. Such
investigation might disclose among potential informants' present con-
tacts or former associates an individual who cpuld- approach such a
potential informant on behalf of the Bureau

. fif j (0^)

CLASSIFIED

E'XTf

GDTsfcl#-^
66-575f*
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CONFiaKiTlAi

ifletieral Bureau of flnuestlgation
j

'

Hutted states department of Susttcei-L Tinrop^ATioi ^cosx&iseo

CHICAGO 90, ILLINOIS HSR22IK IS
’ " 'W?*

October 8, 1947 &:c?v, -- J

PERSONAL k C0NFI1

HBt'FCQfflENISr PARTY INFORMANTS ON 1

‘

l NATIONAL COMMITTEE LEVEL OR HIGHER)

iJ Dear Sir:r
6c^/s>fL
ce is made to Bureau letter to New York dated September

> L
Reference is made to Bureau letter to New York dated September 22 last, a

.

copy of which was submitted to this office, regarding the captioned matter*
r

This is to advise that I am in agreement with the suggestion that a member
of the National Committee of the CP, or a member in a higher placed position
in the Party, be approached by a third party on behalf of the Bureau.jXV fj_,j

With respect to the Bureau’s request for suggestions as to any organizations^
which could be used as a pretext or a cover in making an approach such as \
described above, the following is suggested:

,

?

1* An attorney representing a group of companies desiring ^
up to date information on the Communist Party. ~

S
2* A company_which-has been used as a cover for SIS agents.

.

^

k* 3* A religious group - no specific denomination need be
mentioned. - E

m
rKH 4* One of the many industrial research

MHSfc- \S
vliV 5. A national magazine, such as "Fortune” or "Newsweek.” Q

f
6. The American Lesion.

7* A university with an Institute for Social Science. 1

8. A cover company set up by the Bureau and operated by Bureau I

investigated employees* It is not believed that any present!

employee of the Bureau should be used as an employee for suql

- ^pany. r /

/

It is ny belief that the best covers of /t$e above^tlen

be either a national magazine or a cover company set i

Is 0 If

A
‘

J

0ECUA5jfi‘- i». b * ^ Vo -
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DIRECTOR, FBI, 10/8/47 RE: (cOMUNIST PARTY INFORMANTS^ t^)

a

pointed out that a national magazine would be in a position to suppi
for information and would have an interest in Communist activities* \

/
A cover company set up by the Bureau could be one of many types of companies
which might be interested in the . subject of Communism, and the Bureau woulf
be better able to control the informant than through another type of cover/

With regard to the name of an individual who could be utili
for such an undertaking, I would like to submit the name ofj

of Chicago, Illinois* The Bureau is aware of the background
the Bureau knows of his position as a liberal* It is pointed out thalf

,

is financially in a position^ pay a large amount for information; his name
is well known to Communist members throughout the country; he is interested
in newspapers which would have an interest in all matters pertaining to the
Communist question, both from a national and international point of view;
and it is bel^gyed^that he could approach a possible informant anywhere in
the country,

It is known thail has been contacted by| a member
-In this, connectlon it is pointed, outrshat-—-

.jjght possibly be approached to act as an informant on Communist
i| matters*

| |
has attended school in Moscow, was a member of the Far

Eastern Commission of the Comintern, is a prominent member of the CP as
regards Negro work, and, accordingly, could supply the Bureau with a great
deal of information in the event that he would become an informant* There
is a possibility t.ha~H . ZUcould approach|

|
It is further

pointed out that|
|
who is

|
|years of age, will probably never see

the United States become a CommunisTcountry sund for .this reason might, for

^financial remuneration, become an informant,

In the event that the Bureau would not consider using
| |

for this
purpose, additional consideration will be given to the submission of the name
of another individual in the Chicago area who may be, in--a position to serve
the Bureau *s interests on this particular problem,QO f (A-j

With regard to the suggestion that a direct approach be made by a Special
Agent under appropriate pretext, but not under cover, it is not believed that

this approach should be utilized until the Bureau has endeavored to obtain

an informant through the approach of a third party acting on behalf of the
Bureau, Wfjty

WLR:pm
100-2393

0, R, McSwain

Special Agent in Charge

COW®1
-2-
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Mnitsb states department of Snstlee
New York 7, N. Y.

IN REPLY, PLEASE REFER TO

FILE NO

Director, FBI.

Dear Sirs 0 /'•

CLASSIFIED A1

EXTEBCF.D SYj?-

n,A K .-. hA'EN!

FClfci, U, t-
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ReurleA/ September 22, -1947. U
As the Bureau is amre, this office had at the time of submitting

the various names for possible Confidential National Defense Informants
for the Bureau's consideration also made suggestions as to a means of
approach by this office. In al 1 instances, the direct approach through a

logical pretext by either contacting the subject himself or contacting
him through a relative was recommended. jj]

An analysis of the existing possibilities of approach would
seem to indicate that there are 4 main possibilities.

lAy By having an agent make a direct approach under
* ' appropriate pretext but not under cover .

*

By a direct approach by a Special Agent but under C9
cover. “

I

3. -By-art approach by a Special Agents with relatives of <p
'

the possible informant. I y
4. By the use of a thi^E?®arty not connected with the '

l

Bureau. — ° —

In further analyzing^4ach of these possibilities, there Sre^points
for and against each of the approaches. Relative tp-fch# first abroach,
namely, contacting the prospective informant directly by a Spprcial Agent
under an appropriate pretext but not under cover, there cou3fd result
unfavorable publicity in the DAILY WORKER if the attempt >ms unsuccessful.
Further, it would place the Communist Party officials on notice and furnish
them with tangible evidence that the FBI is actually trying to develop
informants on the higher levels of the Communist Pa$4y. On the other <y-

hand if the approach were successful, it would meai^^at we would
direct and complete control over the informa^|which for obvlo^sy
reasons is highly desirable. Another advantage is that whoever may be
approached will be suspicious that it is somejotte from the Communist
Party or its delegate who is testing his loyauty to the Communist
movement. If an agent were to make this approach and it appeared

feasible he could identify himself in such a manr“~ ^ —v,^,-.v4k '

the individual of his actual identity. Im
•7

. , %
v'

> as to convive
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Letter to Director
62-9124 October 8, 1947

With reference to the second approach, namely, by a direct
approach by a Special Agent but under cover, the advantages are that
again the FBI can maintain direct and complete control over the
informant if he or she is successfully devei oped. Further it would
avoid any unnecessary publicity or reaction from the Communist Party
officials against the FBI if the attempt was unsuccessful. The
disadvantage to such an approach -would be the good possibility of failure
if the prospective informant could not be convinced that the agent were
not somebody connected with the Communist Party. Also it would require
soffie time in orderto set up an agent under an appropriate cover. In
connection with the above, it is believed thatfTLf a Special Agent were
used for such a purpose he should not be assigned to the field division
covering the territory wherein the prospective informant is located if
that informant is on the National Committee level or a higher level.
In that my, the contacting agent would be a complete stranger in the
locality and thus would avoid any possibility of having him later
identified /in any my with the FBI by other members of the Communist

As to the third approach, namely, by an approach by a Special
Agent with relatives of the possible informant, this, of course, could
not be worked with an prospective informants but there are at
least two, namely

J |
and|

|
who possibly could be

approached in this maimer. This is true because of their background.
In both of these instances, they were brought up in the Catholic faith
and their families are from all reports practicing such. faith today.
It, therefore, can be seen that if there are any family ties left among
these individuals, there is a possibility that they can be swung in the
right direction through such family ties. The only disadvantage to this,
of course, would be that again a Special Agent will be directly
involved which may not be desirable. QL^liX)

,
With reference to the fourth possibility, namely, by the use

of a third party not connected with the Bureau, the main advantage in
this would be that the FBI could in no my be connected with the
attempt to develop the individual. Further if at a later date it was
necessary to have the informant testify in court, it is believed that
it would be possible to avoid having testimony come out to the effect
that the person maintained his or her position in the Communist Party
pursuant to instructions or requests or even suggestions by the FBI.
This would appear an important factor why an agent should not be utilized
for such a purpose. As to the disadvantages, there is one main one
and that is that the Bureau will not have complete control of the informant;

1<4
X

2



Letter to Director
62-9124 October 8, 1947,

It is believed that it probably would turn out -whereby the informant
would only be furnishing intelligence information and that it would
be impossible to work it in such a way where we could have answers to
all the questions that may come up from time to time. It cannot
be seen whereby it would be desirable to educate the intermediary
to such an extent in the Communist field or to even permit such an
individual becoming aware of the full extent of our interest and
particular phases of Communist activity which would necessarily result
by informing the intermediary of the questions desired to be asked of
the informant. It is realized that there may be a possibility that
after the informant is developed of then having him or her handled
directly by an agent but this seems quite remote. Further, it is
believed that it will be an extremely difficult task for an outsider
to convince such an official of the Communist Par;fcy piiat he is not
actually testing the loyalty of that official.

Furthermore if an intermediary were used whose cover was in
some way connected with big business it would immediately be objectionable
to most officials of the Communist Party due to the natural antagonism
the two groups have for each other. It is, therefore, conceivable that
a high official of the Communist Party would be subject to defection
but because of the suspected connections of the third party would have
nothing to do with him. Further as far as utilizing a third party, this
office does not, have anybody available who it bel ieves_c.ouXd.Jbe used for

-
such, a purpose unless the Bureau would consider some ex-agent who has a

knowledge of Communist activity but has nevep^emjga'ged., in, tliiTTypiT of
work since his departure from the Bureau.

From what has been stated above it can be seen that there are
points in favor and against each of the possibilities mentioned. This
office is definitely against losing control of an informant if one were
developed. On .the other hand, it is well appreciated that the FBI could
not permit this organization to be blamed at a later date for keeping an
individual in a high policy making position in the Communist Party.
Therefore, it is believed that if it is possible to secure a third party
whose friendship with the Bureau is such so that there is no question
as to his impeachability and his willingness to turn over the informant
directly to the Bureau £t a later date , it is believed that the third
party should be used.

Very truly yours.

EDMJRD SCHE3DT,
S&C.
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS
/ COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

s

7>p^
Dear Sir:

/

Re New York letter dated June 19, 1947 which advised that a survey
was being made of members of the New York- State Committee and the personnel of
the- Communist Party- Headquarters, ‘35 East 12th Street, New York’ City for poten-
tial informants . The names of individuals were checked in this regard and are
set out below under ap appropriate -caption.^ As in the case of members of the
National Committee and persons out to find higher positions in the Communist
Party, their files were reviewed for exploitable weaknesses? indications of
defection, and proximity to the National Headquarters

.

[New York State Committee

5IL1TNQRJ

ROBERTlfAMPBELL
ARE^EJAPMAN
SBiOr^ERSON
DAVIS^OLDWAY
CARB^m®'
GE0RG3TWMT
BETMIS.
PETTCACSHIONE
ISRABITMPTER .

MA3KJORDON
THKOiA^rattB

,

"^-ROBERMIOMPSON
charles^eOman
T0NY^R»
TOM-S©NSIGNORE
johm-^e/
ISADORS^EGUN
LEOMTOFSY

SAUEWfflLLMAN

MORRi^AINOappfo
DAISY^Ed^GEflNDp]
LIONSS^ERMANn'
JOSEPH^fACKeTj.
FANNIB^OLOSbATJ
J^AX—STEINBERG
MA&-PERLQW
JUAN^I^ONET
FRANK-^MpCER
DAVlBgGMENE
ToueFsass
BERNARS%}3AL
ROXY^JteNT
MICHAES<*T®FONIi|

mNUEL*$LUM *

BSTHBiWagfe
GILBERTrSftEEN
TONY-rS0TGNAR
HEIEN-S^ilfeLS

[OFRIATE AGENCIES^
TEED OFFICES

'
- - 3X1.

1-9184



Letter to Director
NY 62-9324

CONFIDENTIAL
October 9, 1947

jack^^oIg
AUDLIMOORE
ESTHER-SjNGERv
NATHAT&TSKY
Rev. -ELIO^'HITE

\rOSEJ5J@RTIS

iCommunist Party Headquarters,
*35 East Twelfth Street,
IlNew York City

. \

.

GE0RG1TBLAKE
CONSUELO^RCIAL
JOSEPH^epTiTS
LILLLAjfl^/IES r ,

Vi/ILLIAM-rftLEERTSONIg&J
MICHAE^SALERNO
charlss-lOlian

(This list includes those names of individuals employed by the •

"X New York State Communist Party over the period of October ‘1, 1936 through ^
(j0> December 31, 1946 which was submitted to the New York State Division of Placement

and Unemployment Insurance. The names of- National Headquarters employees are notand Unemployment Insurance. The nam\

submitted to the abbve department)

.

^

* t JULii rtJrozarena
HERBfe^BAILIN

1

TE&^pSSETT
MAS-GOLLINS
GEORGE li^COOK
ALBERT-MriDSON .

—--

JOHNTJMI§, *

LOlflStfDISKIN

SAM~B0NCHIN
EVELYN FREEDMtHDttPQNT
JAMES J.^mBER
LUCILLE^AITHFUL
MAX^RHEg
BERNARB^injLAND .

ALICE HODSSTGARDNER
LILLLAN ANIMATES
SIMON 1ST”uERS0N
IRVINgKCTOFF

DAVID-GSRDON
‘ CONSTANGE<fACKSON

SAMUEL H.JAFFEE
HAROUT^EIN
GHARIESfeflflAN

antonktSombardd
ALBERT~MOREAU
elsieTTewman
iVILLIAM-NORMAN
GEORGS-'POftERS

SAR^FiASHKIN
AP-ROTHBART
MURRAY-SAVAGE
HAROLBHSfMQN

4 ROBER^fOMPSON
MOLLYtPCKSMAN
GEORGE^fATO^'
FAff-TvEINgR

williawaJeinstone
HERBERihftlEELDIN
ROBERTTfOOD ^
SHEVRA^WCOL
ROSrT/ORTIS

OOMNIUL
- 2 -
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letter to Director
NT 62-9124

Miscellaneous (Prominent in Party Activities)

C01 [TIAL

October 9, 1947

V. J.-'tJEROME
JOSEPSTORTH *

ROBERT-WOOD ^
ROBERMrlNOR
antonioMcombardo
MOSE^MILLER
MARIO^HAV^
JOEL*REMES^
DAVID^LDEN

, SAMUEL COAEMAN
BMJAMEWEDOFSKY
ALBERT^i/iOREAB

CONSTANCE^CKSON
CLARA^BODIAN

'

ROBERT*REED
PHIL~tS^01
JOHN<sl&VIN

scfc
All of the above names have been eliminated as potential informants

for the prefent with the exception of|_ mhoseb7D
name has been recommended nrAvi nnsl v't.n the Pnrsau and I on whom
separate letter to the Bureau is being -written. On a higher level, the name of

| |
member of the National Review Comiria^Lon,. nnmmnm' gt Part.v has been

considered and discarded. Attention is- being given to
|

[
a member

of the National Committee of the Communist Party who has been transferred recently
from the State of Ohio to New York City and is presently occupying the position of
National Legislative Director. The Bureau has been advised about this indiv^h

A separate letter is also being submitted to the Bureau on HOWi

CARL BOLDT, secretary-treasurer of Freedom of the Press, 35 East Twelfth
Street, New York City which publishes the DAILY

The New York Office will continue to remain alert for any evidence
of disaffection on the part of any persons mentioned in this .letter which -would

warrant an approach to him for development as a confidential informant. . 'The'''

Bureau will be advised promptly of any such developments.
)

Very truly yours.



j:
nymhfl-p nf t.Vw National Committee, Communist Party, USA,

Immu, CIO, was bom in Brooklyn, New Ycrk,

ritU
articles to the
collaborate

;

publicatioi

| He resides at|

-i andL
|
New York City, Apartment

1 She contributes

wtoo Red 1 ' ror ordinary^
“Daily Worker" ani'Maw Massas". KecentlvZf
_a_n|w book, ^ich| described as ”

4/25/47
Aj** (U)

t i

is a seaman by occupation, had an elementary school education
arri aiTamadl v attend ad Erasmus High School in this city* He is | |

jortedly in charge ofr Worker" and :

[
New York City* i

Special Agent ARTHUR V. HART, of this offinn, conducted. consideraKD
investigation with an eye toward the development of|

|

as a

confidential informant. He recorded this information in a memorandum, datyd
*ne 2, 1947. **<*&$"



r

Confidential letter to Director
NY 62-9124

spent a week with the L

SA HART that he 1hought 1

October 8, 1947

-at Bethel, Vermont,
I was losing interest

in the Communist Party. "When asked for details as to why he thought this, he
said that the

| [

no longer talked to him about the Communist Party and
received very xituje mail, Pereas .formerly he received considerable quantities

of mail from Communist fronts,

l £ ~~I stated that vihen[ |NMU,

he used to Di'iilg ThS
1

“Daily Worker” home every night but tnau he was no longer
bringing the publication home, so far as|

|
could determine.

J
~

j

advised that he even sees papers like the "hew fork Journal American”, mt-rwas—
forne rly

| rculd. not tolerate such publications in his home.
| |

advised that at the time of the 1946 Maritime Strike, which took place in
September - October of that yaar^l bold him that he was a

Communist and proud of it, '

This was the only information that appeared in the aforementioned
memorandum which^pggested the possibility ihat| |was becoming b

disaffeetedf0^.(^

SA HART made considerable inquiries concerning HARVEY MYERS and

. developed nothing derogatory concerning him. In fact, he ascertained from

j |
Minister of the Chr^

Street; ana Ridge Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, thall

who attended the church Sunday School for three
;

January 1947.
j
%/ l/J

As a result of the investigation con

of approach were developed to bo

t

] fr
nd|

^ who said that he would be glad to call oi

a discreet inquiry concerning the reason wl

Sunday School, and secondly

SA YJIILIAM Pd/EEL of this office.
J

" lis
[

Iwas no longer attending

_|
a personal friend of

.city. He knows [

was a boy in Bro oklj

]
Sealing & Jarvis of this

[personally and used to swim with him when he
He sa^.d that] 1 attended Erasmus High

ie vdlSchool in Brooklyn.^
|

has inaicauea unat ne will be willing to
contact

|
| in some pretext (ppspdbly an accidental meeting at

the NMU and an invitation to lunch),



t

Confidential letter to Director
NY 62-9124 October 8, 1947

Interest in the development ofj
|

as a confidential
informant was further stimulated from information in his case file which
revealed him as a former Browderite, who was ’’stunned” by the Duclos Article

Since the above memorandum, nothing has developed which would
suggest that has swerved from his allegiance to the Communist
Party in the 'le'Ast

1

; In fact, SA FRANK NCHIAN , who is spot, ohaolrinrr flip T|MU
National Convention, vhich is now in session, reports thatl I

from all appearances is the floor leader of the Communist faction of the
Unfon. Prominent NMJ officials such as

|

~|

among others, have been seen leaving the Rostrum to

wt-m is seated among the delegates in the audience*.

It is (D nceivable "that may be the Communist candidate for the NMU
ition. Furthermore, information has been
1 apartment is being used as a mail drop

presidency in the 1948 unica

develop? d ye g|ntl^th^thej^
^

In view of the derogatory information avail able—this would not

seem to be an auspicious time to attempt to develop| l
and »

therefore further activity in this regard was not contemplatedjQ^ f^j

However, this office will remain alert for any positive signs off
defection on his part, and the Bureau will be promptly advised of all

developments.

Very trnly yours.

EDWARD SCHEEDT
Special Agent in Charge

cc-NY 100-9657

3
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A
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Director,

n

; OF RtViEwVFOR
PECLASSIF/CATIOff

, . _ . PERSONAL AMD CONF.

Z
__
Wi” Party Informants on

r/_ /£ ' p/ M National Committee Level or Highe

Dear Sir:

6

1 !

Rebulet September |22,

The possibilities of developing an informant on the highest possible lev<

in the Communist Party has been considered with the following result, set
forth in .order of preference. p>(V

3

jl believe this contact should be made by a Special Agent of the FBI
/ under_,ao.o£ppriate pretext, but _not_.under_coyer . Under these circum-
stances, I feel that the potential informant, if he was inclined' to
cooperate, would feel more secure than if he was offered considerations
by a third party. It is assumed that the party approached would be
somewhat opportunistic and interested in his future welfare should the
world crisis reach the stage^wjie^e

(
action would be taken against the

Communists in this country.

If this approach failed, the Communist Party, of course, would be cog-
nizant of the fact that its highest eschelon has not been penetrated
and it might grasp the opportunity to attempt to embarrass the Bureau
by publicizing the unsuccessful approach. However, it would be possible v,

?
to furnish the Agent handling this assignment with bona fide credentials^?*

and permittinga denial"’"tha*t
1

said"person' had"
any connection with the FBlT^^^^^

’ The services of a qualified reliable former Special Agent could be
employed under suitable pretext, thus assuring the Bureau of a person
who knows and understands the problem involved, the Bureau's position, Q
as well as an^understanding of the CP frojr%£W>revious official
alienee,

//***£ / , . ^
A '‘third party%sUch as Monsignor Fulton <JL^3heen may '&aow ofemembers«« u
of the Catholic faith, or who formerly were, who may be ’.approached. >

?

;

Under this approach;;, if successful, the Bureau's control tlieiMird
party would be-lqss likely lost or the information developed diverted
to a group which "Vould interfere with FBI -jurisdiction, JEt is/assumed
that after a reasonable period* oft tSe, tfe-ts1 ‘thi

the informant over to the_Bi

ALL

r, r
.-

’
‘ g >jfelSE

4

l pa**ty f^ouic/ turn



Letter to the Director
October 2, 1947

,e:
j

Communist Party Informant's";

I National Committee Le-y^oV

j
Higher

/

I feel somewhat opposed to an approach by a third party because of the

possibilities of loss of control of him later and the possibilities jaf

the exercise of poor judgment which would embarrass the Bureau, 'LL)

The Detroit Division has been carefully considering the possibilities of

developing an informant among the top functionaries in this district, but
to date nothing favorable has developed. Accordingly, at this time it/is ,not

possible to suggest the name of a person who could serve as desired ,yCfUy

Within the recent past the Educational^irector of the Communist Party in
this area was replaced with James E<pJackson, a Negro, who appears to be
having some difficulty in satisfying' completely the top officials of the
party here. Plans to have him contacted are awaiting further developments
to the point where he may become frustrated—a logical time for the move

Jackson is an intelligent person, well educated and sincerely interested
in the advance of the colored people. He has attended meetings in New
lork on occasion and accordingly is potential material for our purposes

This natter will bontinue to be followed closely.

HTO:LMR

- 2 -
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October 9, 1947

Con^^ggitlal

Director, F.B.I,
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REASON r-OE

FCIK'l, U, »--•*>

date UF ftt'

f
cuss'^

: JCONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS]
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA;

ETERNAL SECURITY - C

0 (',-!
f

-

Dear Sjir

:

The above individual is the National Student Secretary of the
Communist Party. His office is at-Oonaminist-Partv Headquarters— Eastl2th
^ggAjuJ^YLY^JSi^ . He1 was born in New York.-Ojtv on

| |

and holds
a very high position in the CP, considering his youth. He served in the Unit-
ed States Array from February 9, 1943 to February 14, 1946 when be received an
honorable discharge. I 1 is generally known asj |

which is
jilLSj Farter namp .

—

He rentes ^Ll !_ |
New York City,|

w-w

3k

born in the United States and reside in Elgin,
background is Roman Catholic and she married*"
FriesiT^rrMay"25, 1946 in New York City.
Priest, who was previously reported

M
Illinois t

OLgin, Illinois on[
were born n Austria,

“jere both

[
religious

_| before a Catholic

New York City.
on April 25, 1943 while a member

-
of

time associated with the I.W.O#

Efforts were made to locate this
io be Reverend RAYMOND E. BEAST., Yfi.tnesses

of Brooklyn, and I
, [

had a brother] k who died
t-he armed forces.

Dm
• From an educational standpoint

]

~| is a graduate of James
Madison High School, 1940, and attended Brooklyn College for 2-| years from
1940 to 1943. By a letter dated February 15, 1946 to the Veterans Administra-
tion he expressed a desire to continue his studies at Brooklyn College, New W
York with the objective of obtaining a B.A. degree.



%
Letter to Director
NT #62-9124

October 9 ,
1<

| |
seems to have some sense of moral responsibility

adjudged from a letter which -was sent to him when he was in the bervice
by one

| |
Iowa City. Tnwa. The letter, which

is dated June 2b, 1943 ^ discussed the attitude of|

women. He described | | as a "model and example
:

to womanhood" which led
to the conclusion that "the mala. sex is not as banal as it is made out to be"j

The letter intimated that had a high regard for the marriage ceremony.
A

Because of the unusual situation which exists in this case, namely
that a high ranking Communist has a sense of moral responsibility and married
his wife in a Catholic ceremony or

| 1 consideration has been givaa

to the possibility of developing him as a confidential informant. He holds
a very responsible position in the Party and at this writing seems to have
an excellent future in Party work.y^ LA

At the Chancellory Office of the Roman Catholic Church located at
51st Street and Lexington Avenue, it was ascertained that Reverend RAYMOND
E. BLUST (correct name)] was stationed at St. Pius Roman Catholic Church, 420
East 145th Street, New York ^ityj when contacted by SA SAMUEL 0. BUSH and
the writer he advised that he performed the wedding ceremony when he was as-
signed to the Church of the Epiphany located at 414 East 13th Street. New'J&rk
City. He stated that he did not know either

) |
or the bride

but that they came into -the Church ar.d asked him to marry them. Since they
had complied with ttie Catholic regulations regarding marriage Ee~performed
the ceremony.

At the Church of the Epiphany the file relating to the marriage
was reviewed and it contained the following nertinent, information; ! I

wife listed her residence asj \
Elgin, Illinois ard she at-

tended parochial school in St. «josepn's rarisn, Elgin, Illinois. The pastor
of St. Joseph’s Parish sent a letter to the Church of the Epiphany on April
19, 1946 and stated that she had been a parishioner in good standing prior to
leaving Elgin in 1939. (A^.

A letter dated August 22, 1945 was also located which was from the
office of the Catholic Chaplain, *ort Belvoir, Virginia. The lattp-r .signed
by a Catholic Chaplain, RAYMOND DUNDON, advised that| [had
taken the necessary pre-marital instructions prior to»sxgnxng tne promise for
a mixed marriage" 1

. j UV_

At the office of the Military Qrdinariate, R.C., 462 Madison Avenue,/
it was ascertained that Father RAYMOND DUNDON was now located in St. Anne's

’

^

2



Letter to Director October 9 , 1947
NI #62-9124

Parish, 42-30 58th Avenue, Flushing, F
T-1— J mas contacted and ad-

vised that he did not remember either)
|

or the bride, stating
that he performed hundreds of similar marriages during the war. However, it i

is possible through the coonaratlnn nf._l'a±her^I^@Q^L±ha.t he might be able . I A ,w
to meeu rSfTThe ' street in New York City someti^^Htfrrenew--- Ifj/f/i

his coiLauo.
r “ — r

As of April, 1947) | was working for the ^ussian Skazka
Restaurant at 227 West 46th ox-reet. Leads were set out to the Chicago, Illi-
nois office to determine the background of

|

)

The Chicago office
p—

“

3“!—“

—

3-1-1 1 1

tl July 8, 1947 that a check of its indices revealed that

j |
was a member of the Hyde Park Club of the CP in 1945

ana tnat she had been registered for the 1945 membership on December 1, 1945-
'L
he source indicated that she was not a subscriber to the Daily Worker, although

her family did subscribe. This information was furnished by a highly confid-
ential source on May 22, 1945. — :

————

-

At the University of Chicago it was ascertained that | |

entered that Universi ty as a p-rarinate student in September, 1943. Her home
address was listed as | I **lgin, Illinois. She attended that
University until the spring of 1944 and she majored in the study of humanities*
The University records reflect that she attended the St. Joseph’s School, in
Elgin, Illinois from 1927 to 1935, Elgin High School from 1935 to 1939, and
Hockford College, Rockford, Illinois from which she graduated in 1943 with a
B.A. degree. She was, while at Rockford College between 1939 and 1943, an
editor of the "Rockford Review”, a literary publication. According to the
records of Chicago University, she was listed as a member of the American Youth
-for Democracy in the Autumn of 1943. ^

At Elgin, Illinois the Chicago office determined that her father,
I 1, was employed by the Elgin Watch Factory from 1942 to 1944
when he left the factory because he was no longer suited for tha jama of work
available when the company discontinued its war contracts.

|
|owns his

own home, is a veteran of World War I, and is slightly deaf because of an in-
jury he received in the conflict. He has no criminal record and the_ Retail
Credit bureau of Elgin, Illinois listed him as a loyal individual.

Father JOSEPH ROZEMAN, Pastor , nf fit . .Tncanhic Pnnwn Catholic Church,
advised that- he was well acquainted with tnd also with
the| [family. He advised that bolu 1 amiJLJ.es are highly Regarded, con-
sidered. good members _qf the flathnl i n. Chnroh
known about them. ——X '

*

1
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Letter to the Director
NX #62-9124

October 9 , 1947

He stated that he knew of

St. Joseph's, and that he had come
making arrangements for her marriage*

Qonly as a former student, at

act with her at the time she was

P

has known the|theF
I,

Elgin, Illinois,

family for the past twenty years and advised that

they had a good reputation and were of irreproachable character. As to
|

she stated that she had always been sickly and that she was bothered by
Asthma. She stated further that she was considered somewhat of a non-conformist

and did not mix well with other persons of her age. She stated that she sus-
pected thaj |was a Communist but could furnish no definite
basis for this belief as she only met him on one occasion prior to the marriageflA

It is conceivable that, while the
| family was listed in the

records of the Hyde Park Club (Chicago) ns subscribing to the Daily Worker,
this may not have been actually a fact.J^r (_,\

It seems that if a confidential informant is to be made of I

|

the logical approach to him would be through his wife and that a

conuempIauecL.-Contact
.
shoulTTje^b^^ than on 'moheyT^al-

thougbT a monpr cnnsTd^ratTi nn y oiild~logica!C'ly^ollow'^Tli'"later"date^”~
,

'"'At the

present time|
|
is very actlvd'^^ “anS”seems to be en-

. be made by this office totirely imbued with Marxism. Fur'thi

determine an exploitable weakness wVn’eh may ho pr-PBPnt., or Lu detect an-v- lurk-
ing symptoms of defection in him or particularly in his wife. TKe~®ureatr

willjae kept advised of all developments";

Edward Scheidt, SAC

4



Steiteral iImztm of InuestlgsrSintt

MmUh states Hrparfmimt of Sfusiitr

900 Standard Building
Cleveland, Ohio

M REPLY, PLEASE REFER TO

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN
OTHERWISE

ALL iNF0i5to^R?te#lta DECLASSiFiAl'lON . . L rfsUkz£jL
Retf^MUNIST PARTI IMO&^S*

{NATIONAL COMMITTEE LEVEL OR

/ !

;

f Reurlet September 22, 1947

, j Dear Sirs

Ijil 8

Of'

Qp(& :;™::

/
•

/'

Recent information indicates that at the present,
time the National Committee. Communist Party, possesses two members

|
Ohio State CommunistJ^from Ohio,, name'll

I
unxo ouaue uommunisu

both of whom reside in Cleveland, Ohio. 0
National Hoard. Another individual, v

sently
|
National Legislation Bureaif^ •

^..vuommunxsT. rarty, xiicevd.se is a National Committee member,
C\Vho now resides in New Yoric City, until recently was|

| Ohio
State Communist Party, and had been active in Communist Party acti- P

7p
vities in Ohio for a^number of years.

|
[has resided in Clever

,

*' * for onlI a short time, having lived previously in New York City£;

(Comments and recommendations regarding
I H as a possible con-% 4

fidential informant, for this reason, are being left for the- New York
Division). N^{\H)

Prom a review of
|

and his general approach to matters
file, his activities,
.he party, the agents ofinvolving

^ _o
this office assigned to Communist work submit the following observa-
tions regarding]

Iwhich lead them to believe he might be
C
!P;fT

e
3
° 3n aPS^acJ* designed to make him a confidential informant

ox this Bureau:

„ . _ I I
we believe, might be characterized as

'•passive Communist, " an individual who believes in the theoretical
teachings of Iiferxism and the generalizations of party policy but 5hesitant to implement any specific instructions which might require
revolutionary, militant, or treacherous methods of execution. Com-™sm t° ^ if m

i

ore "A ^7 of Life" to be explained, expounded, and^discussed than to be acted upon through dynamic, forceful, and violent

i-1

EaaaoK0tfi. ;

at

i



Director, FBI October 16, 1947

Jis well educated, appears to possess a mild, easy
mannered temperament, and seems to enjoy thoroughly making friends,
meeting people, and establishing contacts with labor, civic, or gov-
emmental leaders. As chairman of the Ohip State Communist Party he x

devoted himself primarily to public relations work, such as making
speeches, offering suggestions and proposals to attentive legislators
or municipal officials, and promoting better relations between the
Party and sympathetic organizations and individuals. He enjoyed poli-
tical campaigning, the publicizing of his name, and the self-esteem
derived from being the %§p party functionary in Ohio. The carefree,
easy-going routine of this type of activity, unhampered by the necessity
to decide administrative or procedural problems, seemed to make a
distinct appeal to

| |
WU)

We feel, after analyzing
statements before closed party meetings, and his general attitude
toward current national and international issues, that basically he is
not a revolutionary. He probably would regret the coming of a revo-
lution. Such an event would call forth Communist leaders dedicated
to the use of forceful and violent methods. The leisurely calm ex-
position of Communist doctrine would be superceded by the practical
necessity of erecting a Communist regime. In such a state of affairs,
we believe,

| |
could not for long participate. The type of life

to which he nad accustomed himself in the Communist environment would
have disappeared.

| [
moreover, lacks practical personal exper-

ience in many of the fields of American life which the Communists
exploit for their own advantage. He does not possess an intimate know-ledge of the mechanics of trade unionism nor the workings of the dif-ferent nationality groups. He appears to feel more at ease in the
compary of professional and white collar groups than with the ordinary

. laboring man. (n JlP)

For these reasons, therefore, we feel that I

'

I

from a personal point of view, may not be fully integrated to fae
requirements of practical Communism. His allegiance, in 0Ur opinion,
is primarily to the historical principles of Marxism, not to their
historical manifestation, the Communist Party. ntv/

»

tka't id mere offered a position
outside the Communist Party which ektaiied ‘duties of a nature similar

£n^
h°S\h

? ?
resently exercises

> is, being more or less his owndoss, not being confined to any particular hours, possessing the
opportunity to contact individuals above the level of the ordinary

’
*

n
JS

,
+
a
!
d enaSine 111151 to derive personal publicity and satis-faction, that he would be receptive. In other words, if | ^Trere Oable to retain his present position and at the same time receive added^remuneration we feelthat he could be approached with a view of making^

him an informant. (jS)

- 2 -



, Director, FBI October 16, 1947

It might be possible to approach
|

indirectly through- -a- third-party or- through direct pretext.
C3either

In regard
to the first method, consideration might be given to utilizing a Bureau
contact at Union Theological Seminary. Informants have indicated that

I I
still is interested on occasions in individuals- whom-hs-knew-,

there during his school years. For instance, on May 8, 1947
1

according to|
|
contacted a minister at the First Methodist J

Cleveland, Ohio, relative to a visit to Cleveland by Rev. HART
tJ

from Union Theological Seminary.
|

ptated that irenwaS'

if WARD could be persuaded to stay over~Tor a few davs. add-inp

relative to tne direct pr-fitmrh apprnanhj informants Viaim vppnr-f.pH -hha-h

[—het3s^"‘ to be entirely^oppo.aed^t.P^the Communist doctrine. He is'ncHT”^'
5"*

curt or brusque in these discussions andean’usually^be engaged to the
point where the full purpose of the interview can be made clear. In
other words, I I appears to have a mind sufficiently broad to listen
at least to a rational counter point of view. CKJ JJ \

We believe the third party approach should be
utilized only on condition that the. New Work Division possesses an abso-
1 h+.aI v ^reliable contact who is wiping and able to adequately sound out

If such a contact does not exist we feel should be
'approached directly, not with th£ purpose of changing his idealogical
viewpoint, but of convincing him of the advisability, financial and
otherwise, of becoming a confidential informant. Pecraud-ing the financial
angle, it should be noted thaTj]

|
on occasions has

complained that she was compelled to work: in an industrial job in order
to support the family, while her husband appeared unconcerned c

cial proKfeemsr^rgffS^^ ^someTiearinron
ultimate decision. VLs kjJL) .

timate decision. H

]departure from this field division, . ,

Prior vto ideparture from this
territory, this office had started a review of

| Ifile for the
purpose of submitting information to the Bureau which would ii
the possibility of developing him as a confidential informant,

feel, however, thatT
prospect for a potential Bureau informant^
a blunt, brusque personality, has a back
trade unionism. It should be noted that

in is

j™,0 .

not a good .

appears to possess
or militant, violent

industrial installations. However, due to the prosecutor* s inability

\

•*>
s

- 3 •
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Director, FBI

prove the bombing accusations, thp charge _
destruction of property, to which] pled guilty. THs ftl)

Accord:
trator, and since becomin

October 16, 1947

reduced tcv malicious
>>

_____ forceful adminis-
Jhas attempted, through
La—lackadaisical set-up of

For instance.

personal supervision, to change the easyj

|

the nprty organization as practiced undej]

[_
pas tightened security precautions feiatlVS t6 Cbhdhbt of official

business, such as not mentioning names in telephone conversations, the
more secure maintenance of records, and the withholding of meeting place
locations until the las t moment.

|

~|took practically no interest
in such considerations.

| [
considers personally party problems arising

in various sections and clubs and issues instructions to his subordinates.
If these orders are not fulfilled, the offender frequently will be severely
reprimanded .and censured in a bellicose and belligerent manner, sometimes
involving the use of obscene language. Ut) '

,

[ |
through his personal demeanor and speech, not

only shows his complete loyalty, both ideologically and practically, to - \/f»

.

the CP, but also his adherence to the revolutionary tenents of Marxism

.

(wY'zJ

For these reason^ vje feel that
] [

should not be
approached as a possible infoimant.

Yfe feel, in the interests of improving the Bureau
coverage of Communist activities, that an approach, designed to develop
confidential informants on the highest possible level in the Communist
Party, should be made. The development of informants represents an
affirmative method of securing information which requires careful plan-
ning and execution. Yfe further believe, in this connection, that if
possible, the approach should be made on a selective basis, that is,
to those individuals who, after careful evaluation and determination of
the facts, would be most susceptible to the idea of furnishing infor-
mation. In our opinion, the direct pretext approach would be preferable
t° the facts' of' eacH**i£di-

"Vi'dual case will dictate the method to be utilized. The direct pretext
approach, we believe, affords a greater opportunity to exercise complete
and unqualified, control over the informant as well as enabling the
Bureau to maintain and to protect, unhampered by any third party, the
security of the information furnished. Furthermore, direct handling of
the informant, makes possible a better evaluation of the data obtained
and allows the Bureau the opportunity to instruct the informant, not
only in methods of improving his presentation of the information but for,
the purpose of obtaining specific facts urgently desired by the Bureau.

'

- 4 -
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Director, FBI October 16, 1947

A copy of this communication is being submitted for

j
the infomation of the Mew Xnrk Division because of the comments con-

f
tained therein regarding!

|

now a resident in
New York City, and the suggestion that the New York office submit, re-
commendations relative to the possibility o ^developing
ss a possible confidential informant. LQ

Very truly yours.

E. C. RICHARDSON
Special Agent in Charge

100-989
FCS:EZ

ccs New York

- 5 >
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COD.!TJNIST PARTY INFORMANTS
ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE LSVB]

OR HIGHER

W <\

Re your letter of September 22, 1947 captioned as above 't'o'New £ork, 1

with copy to San Francisco* '

It is my opinion that an attempt should be made to obtain an informant
on the highest possible level in the Communist Party, U. S* A. However, I feel
that the use of a third party as a "cover" would diminish the possibilities of
obtaining such an informant to such a point that the method should not be
seriously considered. However approached, the potential informant would suspect
a trap, and this suspicion must immediately, at the time of the meeting, be proved
groundless. If this is not done, the potential informant would never consider
the possible benefits to himself by acting as an informant. In this connection
occasional information is obtained by the Bureau indicating that jealousies sn±-
intrigue are definite factors within the higher echelons of the Party, whtel^/^/

l

would indicate that Party officials are capable of "framing" one another.TOj^

"Framing" by approaching a Communist official and offering money for
information would be an obvious method and also obvious to the intended viotim.
It may well be that the Party has already "tested" questionable Communists in
this manner. In such a situation many a Communist would naturally report such
an approach if he were not immediately made aware of the true identity and
purpose of the person approaching him. Q\_^f (jC\ ^ -~

If the individual approached knew the identity of the person approaching
him as an agent of tho Bureau, the fear of being trapped would not be present
and he would immediately be able to contemplate the advantages to him in such an
arrangement* The agent, or preferably a team of two experienced agents thoroughly
proficient- in the development and handling of informants in the Communist Party,
making the approach should carry fietit ious credentie.ls with the purpose in mind f \

that in the event the approach is hot ricexvqd favorably, the prospective /J (Xf

informant would . not be in a position to compromise an agent, and this procedurd^rJ^
\

^
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Bureau from SAC, San Francisco
November 4, 1947

sNTIALt
Page 2

Re (COMMUNIST PARTY INFORMANTS
ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE LEVEL

jOR HIGHER

will afford better protection to the approach until and when it is successful.
It goes without saying that all professional Communists are generally aware of
the Bureau* 8 interest in the Communist Party, U* S. A., and schooled as they
are in intrigue, many Communists so approached by the Bureau could be expected
to react only after thoughtful and private consideration of the approach. It
could be intimated to the potential informant that such informants as he are
available or actually operating, and thus psychologically impel the person
approached to agree to becoming an informant* It is felt that in this way the
frictions within the upper strata of the Party would be used as a faotor for
the successful development of an informant, rather than as a fac^o

r^opt ributing
to the defeat of such an effort, as set forth in Paragraph 1.

was ^

If, as is possible, such an attempt is unsuccessful and the person
approached is aware of the interest of the Bureau in the approach, that person
would have nothing but his own story with no substantiation to relate to the
Party. He may well consider it unwise to reveal to others that he had been
approached, as it would cause suspicion to be directed toward himself. Those
told of the attempted approach would naturally wonder why the one approached was
singled out, and also whether the one approached who was revealing the approach
had actually related the truth or had, in fact, been in the past an informant

It is felt that if the Bureau were completely unsuccessful, and the
Party thereupon made public announcement of the approach, such announcement
would not be particularly newsworthy or alienate any thinking person from the
Bureau, as the nation and general public, I am sure, expect the Bureau to have
such informants. On the other hand, such an announcement by the Party might
well injure the Party by causing loss of membership and amount to a generally
effective disruptive tactic. Security measures which would follow would have

as an inevitable by-product increased suspicions within the Party and would
reduce the efficiency of the Party administrative apparatus and at the same
time cause the Party to incur increased operating costs. Such knowledge on the/
part of the Party of an attempt to turn the functionary might direct Party ^ fill

.security measures away from present investigative procedures and tactics.

An equally unsuccessful attempt through a third party intemediary
would result in essentially the same reaction within the Party, andJjheydfqre
would not have any advantage in this respect over a direct approachP
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Bureau from SAC, San Francisco
November 4, 1947

tiivr Pae® 3

Res [COMMUNIST PARTY INFORMANTS
I ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE LEVE]
/ OR

It is felt that the question as to whether an approach should be
direct should be answered prior to consideration of any specific individual
as a potential informant, in view of\ tho^ different circumstances surrounding
each individual to be considered,

Very truly yours.

(

*3
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407 U. S. Court House
Seattle 4* Washington

October 0, 1947

PERSONAL AMD GONFI

'K;

DIRECTOR, FBI

Dear Sir: 0 /

’ COMMUNIST PARTI INFORMANTS ON
NATIONAL COMMITTEE. LEVEL OR KGHE^

>

1

\v/

In reply to your letter of September 22, 1947, I have the
following observations to make concerning the approach to a member
of the National Committee of the Communist Party lopk^ng forward, to
the development of that person as an informant,

It is believed that perhaps some member of the National Committee\
may have a close relative who is a loyal American citizen, and who S J
might be in a position to assert some influence on the member to be rl
approached* It might be possible to contactthis relative and throughAgj
him contact the National Committee member. QCjf (J^j Jr ]

Another possibility along the same line would be to make the
approach through a cooperative union leader who would be interested
in obtaining information concerning Communist activities for a union,

If it were feasible I believe another good approach would be
through a religious contact* Perhaps one of the National Committee
members came originally from a strongly religious family. A cooperative
minister, rabbi or priest might be in a position to make \jbhe/cqntact and
influence him in furnishing information to the church,

Another possible approach would be to have the matter handled by
or through a special service contact. I have in mind

| |

who resides in the Buffalo Field Division, and who is well-known to the
Bureau* He is thoroughly reliable and has excellent judgment. He has f.i\
numerous contacts of his own, and consideration should be given to /s~^
approaching him directly for any ideas he might have in this situation!

fiul 46

y. i _l_^ % f\

7
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It has been the experience of the agents in the Seattle Field
Dimsion that one of the best approaches to develop an informant in
the Communist Party is through an appropriate pretext but not under
cover. In this way it has been found possible to '‘size up" the
potential informant and to "feel him out" on his possible cooperation.
In other instances it has also been found that certain Party members
were in dire financial straits, and through a pretext interview
determined that they were possibilities as informants.

I

I

At present

L

Communist Party, is the only member of the National Committee in this
area. I I has been in the Pacific Northwest most of his life, and
is an old-time Communist. It is believed that he is only a member
of the National Committee because he is the top man in this area. It is
not felt, however, that he has much influence in shaping National policy
or has information of National interest. It is also believed ttiat-he
would not be a good possibility to approach as an informant.

At present I I make up the

|
Icp J I is from the

State of Oregon and was a Lieutenant in the- U. S. Air Force in the
• last war. He has I ~~l now in Beno, Nevada,
who is believed to be a loval American citizen, and was a Fraternity
/brother of SA

| |
of tin s offi o.e vjhn at.tended the

University of Oregon with him. Of course| |is not on the
/National Committee, but it is felt that if at any time in the future
'he were placed in a position of National importance that it might be
possible to make an approach to him through his brother* 6^/Ly

This matter will continue to receive ny attention, and any
further suggestions that I have I will promptly forward them to the
Bureau.

Very truly yours.

IAD:hg
80-37
cos New Xork
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: ll-l$-47

DEVELOPMENT OF MAJOR NATIONALV§
COMMUNIST PARTY FIGURES AS
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

"

r . CLASSIFIED AND,

EXTEND El

REASON I

FCI&1, II, 1-2.4,

DATE OF REV
DECLASSIFICATION

'jufrtr"
Reference is made to previous memoranda conceming the efforts

vV.. ^reing made to determine which individuals, on a high level in the
|~N^pdmmunist Party, could be informant material. Various suggestions were set

: -/forth for the Executize_Conference and the concurrence_of the Director was
sgiven in the use of

| |
to contact and develop some of the high Party

' llofficials on behalf of the Bureau without disclosing his principal at the
ifsame time. The Director concurs in the recommendation that no direct
1 1 approach be made on such a level, wCjfU..

A letter was transmitted to several Field Offices, having the bulk
of Communist Party activity, for the advice of the SACs in regard to a
direct approach under a, pretext, an indirect approach, and suggested
individuals or organizations which could be used for an indirect approach,

REVIEW OF SUGGESTIONS BY
REPRESENTATIVE SACs

i* CLASSIFIED EY-

ON. JTr-.lh.^3

all INFOEMATION CONTAINED
herein is unclassifi 1
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN '

OTHERWISE

Replies have been received from the Field Divisions considered most
conversant with the Communist Party picture, namely. New York) Cleveland) Chicago;
Detroit; Seattle) San Francisco) and Los Angeles, The method of approach
to a possible high level informant, either direct or indirect, was mentioned
generally by all Offices and, some new suggestions were advanced which will
be discussed herein, W^ /tJA

Several Offices took the position that a direct approach by Bureau
Agents, using a suitable pretext, could be productive for several reasons,
/The advantages of this method have been set forth in a previous memorandum,
namely, close control, and efficiency in operation* It was pointed out
by Detroit) San Francisco) and Cleveland, that the potential informant
would have less fear of entrapment from the^Party and, of course, the
advantages aforementionedbwquld accrue to <$£BQgttLng able to handle an
informant direct*.^© ^ ^ ^ ^

Detroit and San Francisco madfTa meritable^Juggestion along this
line by stating that if a direct approach under pretexfcBwas "made that the?

JDDiwma

.COPIES DESTROYED
ft JUL 19 19S)

69 WO'/ 23 ?947



Agents carry fictitious credentials or bona fide credentials bearing a
fictitious name* By having such identification, the prospective informant
would not be able to compromise our Agents and the Bureau could deny, if
necessary, that such a person had any connection with the EBt in the event

.
an attempt was made to^later embarrass the Bureau by publicizing an
unsuccessful approach

Two Offices, Seattle and New York, suggested the use of relatives

|

of a member of the National Committee which relatives would be in a position
I to influence the National Committee member and at the same time said relatives

J being investigated and found reliable*

"With regard to third Party possibilities in connection with making
an approach to a high level Communist. SAC Wilcox at Seattle suggested the
use of special service contacts*

|
|of Buffalo was

suggested as a thoroughly reliable individual with excellent judgment* It
was suggested that he might be approached for any ideas he might have in
this connection* There is no question o^^^^__^[reliability* There
is attached hereto a suggested letter to the Buffalo Office outlining our
program and requesting that an interview be conducted with I I

to determine whether he is acquainted or has any contacts which he could
utilize by means of which he could approach a member of the National- Committee
or even a high functionary in the Party from the Buffalo area*

in line with the decision toThe Chicago Offic

r
utilize a third Party, thai| ^ |may be amenable as an

_|position as a liberal is fairly well known.

'il

J
Chicago Sun and established the New York newspaper P. M*, which

if not Communistic inclined tends to the Left* An interesting obser1
. .

,

is made by the Chicago Office, however, in that the SAC advises that| I

sontacted bjj
|

a member of the National CammitteeT

.
is very prominent in communist party Negro work; has attended

school in Moscow; was a member of the Far Eastern Commission of the/”. .

1 Comintern; and is fairly well advanced in age, being 65 years*

No indication is given by Chicago, however, that|
|
would be

in any way receptive to an approach to act on our. behalf and his value as a
contact is questionable .since he was never listed by Chicago as a special ^
service contact* ^

A letter is attached to this memorandum to the Chicago Office
f

|
asking for the reasons which it is felt would result in a successful f

J approach to|
|
in this matter. Ip) 4k

A
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The Cleveland Office has suggested « what appears to be a good
hilifcy in a high level informant,

| |
presently

^ National Legislative Bureau, Communist Pa^y^as well as a memt

3ational Committee* It -was also pointed out by Cleveland that
might be approached directly under pretext or indirectly through

rd party and it appears that this could be handled by| (LQ

j

|until recently waq |of the Ohio State Communist
Party aAa was active in Communist Party activities, in Ohio for a number of
years* He is now living r*

—

11—“—ik City and besides being a member of the
National Committ^., ja^i£ of the National Legislation Bureau of the
Communist Party*

The Agents assigned to Communist Party work in Cleveland submitted
their comments and views to the SAC concerning Johnson* It was their opinion
that

| I

is not the militant, revolutionary type of Communist, but is
concerned with the leisurely calm exposition of Communist doctrine* In the
opinion of these Agents, Johnson might regret the coming of a revolution
•which would call forth Communist leaders dedicated to the use of forceful
and violent methods* He also appears more at ease in the company of
professional and white collar groups, than with the ordinary laboring man
and does not possess an intimate knowledge of the mechanics of trade’ /

unionism nor the workings of the different nationality groups*J<£/tM

It wasthe ocrcurrence of these Agents that
| [

nay not be fully
integrated in the requirements of practical Communism and his allegiance
is primarily to the historical principles of Marxism and not to the
practical manifestation of these principles by the present day Communist
Party* It was believed by these Cleveland Agents that if Johnson were able
to retain his present position and at the same time receive added w/ / »

remuneration, it was felt he could be approached as an informant* \jj~j

With regard to the manner of approaching according to the
Cleveland Office, confidential informants have reported mac, Johnson has
always been willing to discuss issues with individuals whom he knew to
be entirely opposed to the Communist doctrine* He is not curt or brusque in^

h these discussions and can usually be engaged to the point where the full
I purpose of the interview can be made clear* In other words,

! |
appeqjrs

I to have a mind sufficiently broad to listen at least to a rational counted)

\ point of view*

3
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Due to the above comments concerning]
|

It appears
possible that an approach could be made to him, either

-
^directly by Bureau

Agents under a suitable pretext or indirectly by
|

I It appears that he
would listen to a convincing argument as to the advisability, financial
and otherwise of furnishing information on a confidential basis to the

I
Government or in the case of

|
I to some mythical superior* A financial

i also involved since Cleveland has noted that l I

] on occasions has complained that she was compelled to work in an

|

industrial job in order to support the, family, while her husband appeared

f
unconcerned over financial problems *'T^> (U-J

A recommendation is being made at the conclusion of this memorandum
/i'.that the New York Office conduct a surveillance of his activities preparatory

' to an approach by
] |

| j,
a reporter connected with the New York World Telegram,

recently suggested tne name of
|

las an informant* I I

is listed in the mast head of the Daily Worker I ]

Freedom of the Press,. Inc., which publishes the Daily Worker and the Worker

~*f1 lhas been described as a Communist Party memhp.r for the past

15 years and] |_is_also reportedly a member*
|

|was born
in Connecticut and arter attending public schools, was educated for about 2
years at the University of Vermont* He left school due to lack of funds and
drifted into journalism* He was a reporter on the Chicago Tribune about
1928 - 1929 and shortly thereafter made seme money selling stories to
magazines, such as "Weird Tales," "Wes^jn^tpries ," "Shadow," "Detective
Stories," and "McFadden Publications,",

Investigation to determine more data onC Zbackground is
presently being conducted by several Field Divisions and the Bureau has
requested New York to contact

|
|for an estimate of] |as

informant material* There is no clear-cut reason nor any specific
information as yet that Boldt could be approached as-_apinformant , butthis ^
possibility will be closely followed in that regard*^/UJ •5?

This individual is the National Student Secretary of the Conam
Party and has an office at Communist Party Headquarters in New York Cit;

- 4 -
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He was born in New York City in 1924 and served 3 years in the U. S* Navy
from Tihich he received an honorable discharge. His parents were born in
Austria and his wife's parents were born in the US.

|

~lwas married on
May 25, 1946, in New York City, bv a Catholic Priest uol I who
has a Roman Catholic background. I r hadj

|

who died
in 1943, while a member of the Armed Forces*

The New York Office checked the marriage ofQ land it was
ascertained that the Priest who performed the ceremony was not personally
acquainted with

| |
or the bride, but the ceremony had been performed

by the Priest at the request of the participants who had complied with the
Catholic regulations* The file relating to the marriage at the Church of -

the Epiphany was reviewed and the letter was located from the Catholic
Chaplain at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, which indicated that

j |
had taken

the necessary pre-marital instructions prior to "signing the promise for a
mixed marriage.”' The Priest who wrote this letter from Fort Belvoir was
located by the New York Office. and said he did not remember either

or the bride*

Despite the religious background of the wife of
| |

inquiries
I by the Chicago Office revealed that she was listed as a member of the AYD at

j

Chicago University in 1943. The indices of the Chicago Office also reveal
that| |was a member of a local Communist party club in
1945* However:, an inquiry was made of the Pastor of the church which was
attended by the

|

~|family who said that they were highly regarded'and
nothing derogatory was known* 1?ith regard to Doris, the Pastor, Father

] |
stated that he knew her only as a former student at St. Joseph

in Elgin, Illinois, and had come in contact with her at the time she was
making arrangements for her marriage

A ne1 erhhnr* . of the
| |

family advised that they had a good
reputation and| |was considered somewhat of a non-conformist who does
not mix well with other persons of her age* This neighbor also said that
she suspected Marvin jSchachter of being a Communist but could furnish no
definite basis fmc/tais belief as she only met him on one occasion prior to
the marriage* (iU

The New York Office concludes thatQ
|
is presently very active

in the Party and seems to be entirely imbued with Marxism* At the present
time the only possible approach appears to be through his wife and further
efforts are being made by New York to detect symptoms of defection or an
exploitable weakness which could be utilized^/ [Xj

-.From a review of the information developed into the background
Jas informant material, it does not^agpear that a successful approac
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could be made bj kt this time* The New York Office will be followed on
this particular 1 individual and if other facts are developed tjaey will be
set out for consideration in making an approach by

|

'OTHER INDIVIDUALS CONSID]
AS INFORMANT MATERIAL

more commonly known as
[

was considered by the New York Office as information was obtained revealing
him as a former Browderlte. but he is -not regarded as informant material*
Reg.ently| land his wife collaborated on a newhook. which

| [

described as "too Red« for ordinary publication* (Uj

In additional”
impression of being the floor lei

Union* Further consideration of
.

this time has been discontinued by the New York Office «j

at the recent NMU Convention gave the
,st Party faction of the

as informant material at

/ w
j, , Hth regard to

| |
dat^_is_Qcpsently being compiled fop, the

I
use of

| |

who may make an approach to| |in the near future*

The results of the New York Office survey into other informant
possibilities has resulted in a communication listing all members of the
New York State Committee and all employees of the National Headquarters
of the Communist Party and miscellaneous persons prominent in Party
activities* According to New York all of t.hpsA nsrsnna . numhsn'no A^mrh

\[75* have been e'Hminat.pd with the exception off

[[status ofQ
Information concerning thp /!

j

is set forth in this memorandum

With regard tol

consider either

f

L'will recall that theJD^rpctor did not
Jas likely prospects.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

(1) It was suggested by SAC Wilcox that former special service
contact Sowers of the Buffalo Division may be in a position to be of
assistance as an intermediary in this matter* For your approval there is
attached a memorandum to the Buffalo Division outlining the situation ai

- 6 -



requesting that an interview be conducted with
| ^

I to determine whether
he has any contacts or acquaintances who may have entree uo a high party
level or if|

|
is personally acquainted with any high ranking

Communist Party functionaries#

The SAC at Buffalo is further being advised that if in his opinion
such an interview would be valueless it need not be conducted, but in the
event he feels from his knowledge of

|

| that something, may be gained
by discussing the matter with him he should go ahead, 'wsfiQ

(2) The Chicago Office has suggested^ ]as an intermediary
and for your approval there is attached a letter to Chicago requesting t«hi

reason why this opinion is advanced* There is no indication that
| J

was previously listed during the war as a special service contact and there
no indication that he would be amenable to an approach as a third party#)

(3) The possibility of approaching []
outlined at length in this memorandum and if you approve, there is attach)

for transmittal to New York an appropriate letter requesting an evaluation

of| [informant possibilities and the placing on him of a
surveillance for 10 riavs similar to that which was done in the case of

"[or the use of
UShen the results of this suneillance and New York*s evaluation

l been received, a memorandum will be prepared on I

J in making an approach# £&/ 0JU —

J '

t

(<*

i l4/\
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COPY: MM3
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* * •
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November 26, 19il7

0
K3M0RANDTJM FOR MR. Tmi

m. LADD
MR* TOLSON
iat. NTciiors

T note incident to the Loyalty investigations that we will likely be

called upon to evaluate the informants that we referred to in our reports under
numerical designations. In the investigations made under the Hatch Act we received
numerous inquireies after submitting our reports asking us to evaluate the source
of information. Tnr would it not be well in the original report to set forth the
evaluation rather than to have additional correspondence and await being asked
for such evaluation? Roughlyspeaking, there first, tho paid informant of the

Bureau in a subversive organization and in whoa we have absolute confidence, or

technical sources of information? second, the special contact informant such as

leading professional or businessmen with whom we have had extensive dealings
and for whose reliability we can vouch? and third, the fellow employee or next

door neighbor type about 7/hoss reliability we are not well informed but about whom
we can make a comment as to any motive which we might have noticed in tho course
of our interview during our investigation. If my suggestion is practical it would
3eem to me that we ’would then avoid the criticism that we hear made, so often by -

individuals who are not 'well disposed toward the 3ureau that our reports are filled
with anonymous sources whose identities are not given and the value of which it is

impossible -for one to determine.

Very truly yours,
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DATE: Kovdmbfep 1947TO « DIRECTOR,EBI

FROM
: SAC, SEATTPU DECLASSIFIED BY. _ .
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. on .

.

SUBJECT: |“

CE
CONFIDENTIAL'NATIONAL DEFENSE INFOE!

On November 6, 1947, SA FRANCIS 1

gation in the office of the Valvoline Oil i

Seattle, -when one of the office workers

RALSTON was conducting ‘^’invest
j

inroanv. 2p4Q First Avenue'^Sohtii i

]
approached him 'anil ' volun

(Wb7D"S
\

information concerning three Communist womeff=:STd-^me~Cb5munisT'activities in
Seattle. d^JLy -— ' * 1

leered b7D

L 3tated that she had been active in a group which tried
during the spring of 1947 to keep the children's play centers open in Seattle.
She did this because it enabled her to be employed while her daughters., age 7 and

9, were taken care- of at these centers. She stated that she soon learned she was
the only active person in this cnmnrl t.tes whn was nnt. a CnmmTiTvi at. - Thrift nf t.hft

|

l a rl-iflg in the committee, natriaIv
] ^ M|

land
jinvited her to meetings of the Conibhe fonaaa

thVr CommiCommunist activities.
lomen and

bfefitZZr
•cried to interest her in labor schools and othu

I lalso tried to obtain Mrs. WINES permission to publish some poems which

| |
had written in the "New 1/forId." This permission was declined 0~)

: 3>hen wanted to know if the F. B. I. would be interested in
gaining and receiving information which she might obtain by going to the meetings
to which she had been invited. She was told that the F. B. I. would accept any
information she had but would not under any circumstances advise her to join the^

(

Communist Party or any of its front groups. n'stympppp r>

f

On 11/7/47 and 11/9/47£]^ |
telephonically contacted the writer

and stated that she had again been in contact with the above women who seemed
interested in getting her to attend a labor school and a writing school, and
that she had decided that although she detested Communists she thought it was her
duty to go along with them and get in a position where she could give valuable
information to the F. B. I. With this in mind, she came to the F. B. I. Office in
Seattle to contact Special Agent RALSTON on 11/10/47 and stated that she had decided

'-,to go into the movement just as far as possible and give the F. B. I. this infor-
mation. She was repeatedly warned that there were dangers connected with going .

into the Party; that she might suffer embarrassment, loss of work, loss of friends
and other inconveniences, if she decided to make this move. It was also repeatedly

'''.pointed out that she could never claim any conn^cTfon—wd^hH/he-Fv^B.-^^aiid Jfchat

the F. B. 1. wou^d n^rt
(

come to her assistance if she made this move and had cause:/
to regret it.

Realized all of this before she came to the

V.c ** Afc f EXTENU-- ..

4I&
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*
office but had reached the decision for several different reasons. She stated
her father had been Chief of Police at Wapato, Washington, for a number of
years and she had helped him in the office and had come in contact with all
types of public enemies and she considered the Communists about the worst.
She stated that she had also worked as a case worker for Public Welfare and
had been disgusted with the people who could have made a living but decided
that the Government owed them everything, and another reason she stated was
that

|
I had become .

interested in so-called progressive politicians such aq
|

| pnd she was able to see how even Communism could be upheld by innocent
people because of its subterfuge

. fir . f

The Seattle indices, the records of the Seattle Police Department and
the King County Sheriff’s Office were searched for the name of,-the above^
informant, her husband and parents with negative results.

description is as follows

On ll/l5/4^ Iphoned this office to state that she had
additional information concerning the Communist activities and would like to



4b
plTiAl

see an agent personally. She has not been recontacted as yet but -will be
for. the purpose of receiving this information.

The Bureau is requested to advise this office -whether they 1

]which would make it inadvisable to continue

• any
information concerninj
contacting her with the purpose in mind of developing her into a Confidential
Informant. WJ(JJ

She has not been given a Cl number and will not be given one until
after word is received from the Bureau authorizing this office to try to
develop her into a Confidential Informant

Sutel authority.

80-327
FWRjwp
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(E) COKFIDMTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE TTWODMAN^

Development j"

In view of the increasing security consciousness of the Communist
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• *
Party and the loss to the Bureau in recent months of somp excellent informants,
it has become imperative that coverage of security matters by live informants
be substantially increased in the shortest possible time. You are well aware
of the value of live informants in all Bureau work and the fact that it has
been most difficult to obtain new informants at this time. In order to assist
the field in its search for new informants, the following suggested methods of
unearthing and developing informant possibilities are being offered for your con-
sideration and utilization. Obviously all of the methods will not be feasible
nor practical for all offices but a number should be suitable for any office.

1. Evaluation of complainants in security matters.

2. Evaluation of persons interviewed in connection with security cases.

3. Evaluation of the subjects of security investigations looking for
indications of disaffection, disgruntlement, loss of interest, inactivity, finan-
cial hardship, or other repudiation of Party loyalty.

4... Evaluation of Bureau applicants as possible informants.

5. Evaluation of personal friends and contacts of Special Agents and
other Bureau employees.

6. Continuous re-evaluation of sources of information, confidential
sources and contacts.

7. Review of closed security files on. individuals

.

8.

' Review of Communist Index.

9. Ascertain possibilities of reactivating former confidential
informants

.

.

10. Survey possibilities of trash covers.

11. Review Factionalism- Section of file on Communist Party - USA
-

.

12. Consultation with present informants regarding indications of
disaffection on the part of Communist Party members. They, of course, should not
be informed as to the purpose of the inquiry.

13. Review of files on Communist front organizations looking for
individuals who have been associated with only one or two fronts or who attended
only a few meetings of a front. Such individuals frequently are innocent of
Communist propensities, yet they have a basis for cultivating the acquaintance
of Party members. The Progressive Party file also might prove a fertile field..

14. Investigation of Communist petition signers who live near or work
with Communist Party functionaries.

- -3
'
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• *
15. Be alert to receive any suggestions of plant executives and highly

placed personnel who are reliable and friendly to the Bureau concerning Communist
Party members who might cooperate with the Bureau or employees who might bo •

willing -to infiltrate the Party. In the past such contacts have on occasion
resuited in 'the plant's making available the services of an employee who .already

is an informant of the management.

16. Personnel directors in plants frequently are able to advise of
members of Communist dominated unions who retain their membership merely to hold
their positions.

17. With regard to both 15 and 16 above, if possible, the official should
suggest to the potential informant that he contact the Bureau rather than have an
agent originate the contact.

18. After the Bureau has notified the Armed Forces of a Communist in
an industrial plant having Armed Forces contracts, the Communist frequently
breaks down or repents when informed of the charges and is facing the possibility
of dismissal or transfer to a non-restricted position in the same plant. At such
a time, officers friendly to the Bureau sometimes suggest that the person advise
the Bureau of his past activities. You should be alert to take advantage of such
cooperation when offered.

19. Review of Communist Party registration records to ascertain what
individuals merely registered but never became active.

20. Use of a reliable third party to make the contact with a possible
informant when direct contact by an agent is inadvisable. After all efforts to
secure such a third party have been exhausted, in an important case, you may
request the Bureau to furnish the services of an individual. who is available for
such a service.

21. When a possible informant has agreed to cooperate but has no
Communist Party, affiliation he may subscribe to the Daily Worker or the Daily
People's World for a time then allow the subscription to lapse. Subsequently
a Party member may call to ascertain the reason which provides an opportunity for
the informant to cultivate the member's acquaintance. (Prior Bureau authority
for the original contact, of course, is necessary).

22. In the same situation as in 21 above good results frequently have
been obtained through the informant's frequent patronage of a local Communist
Party bookstore, and attendance at open Communist Party affairs and front meetings.

23. Continued pressing of present informants to assume additional
Party responsibilities, encouragement to attend Party schools and advice to
establish close personal friendships with Party leaders. Care must be exercised
that such moves are not made so frequently or in such a fashion as to lay the
informant open to suspicion by the Party.

5-23-50
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* «
2k, Keeping alert to possibilities of transferring informants to areas

lacking coverage tty changing their residence. Transfers to clubs in unions or

industries can be accomplished by the informants changingLjobs-. —
25. Never discourage an informant from accepting advancement in the

Party merely because to so advance would involve his transfer to the territory
of another office. Such a practice would nullify the Bureau’s efforts to obtain
Informants on the higher levels of the Party.

26. In the larger offices the SACs should consider the full-time
assignment of experienced Agents to an informant program and the assignment of
individual Communist Party sections and clubs to individual Agents thus centering
the responsibility for and enhancing the possibility of developing informants.

In connection with these suggestions, existing rules concerning
securing prior Bureau authority to contact informant possibilities should be
borne in mind at all times

.

The above suggestions are by no means all-inclusive and the field is

invited to submit any: suggested techniques not covered in order that the Bureau
may malce them available to all offices.

Control

Your attention is directed to Section -(G) of SAC Letter No. 16 dated
February 28, 1950 and Section (A) of SAC Letter No. 22 dated March 28, 1950. in
which you were advised of the need for maintaining closer control over informants

.

Despite the fact that close contact was being maintained, recently two additional
informants have divulged their confidential relationship with the Bureau to the
press. In the light of this fact, you must carefully review the situation with
regard to all of your national defense informants who are being contacted with
any frequency with a view toward developing closer control over their activity in
order that you may anticipate any contemplated disclosure of their connections
with the Bureau. All Special Agents concerned with the handling of national
defense informants must be constantly alert to anticipate and forestall, if
possible, any actions by informants toward revealing their confidential status
with the Bureau. You must immediately advise the Bureau of any situation involving
an informant's publicizing the fact he has been furnishing information to the
Bureau together with suggestions as to how the particular informant might best be
controlled

.

I am deeply concerned with this matter and want it clearly understood
that your confidential informant program must receive your continuous personal
supervision.

Confidential Source

in Bureau Bulletin No. l6 (C) dated March 31, 1950 ,
you are advised

to set up a new designation called "Confidential Source" which would include
•.ndividuals who, because of employment or position, can furnish information or
nake records available to the Bureau on a confidential basis. Examples of this

5-23-50
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type of individual would be employees of such concerns as "banks ,
communication

companies and credit unions. In the event you contemplate utilizing such an
individual for purposes of assisting a Communist or related investigation. Bureau
clearance must "be obtained similar to that which is required "before contacting
an individual as a possible informant on Communist or related matters.

oAv /- R i
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ESPIONAGE AND INTERNAL SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
(Full .Utilization of Confidential Informants
and Sources of Information) ^

Recent events have made it necessary to re-examine our informant
program to determine if we are properly Utilizing the vast reservoir of information
represented by our confidential informants and sources of information.

It has been the Bureau's experience with respect to confidential ''

j

informants and sources of 'information who possess a vast fund of knowledge con-
cerning Communist and espionage activity that, although interviewed repeatedly

-by Bureau representatives,' they are unable to draw from their memories all the'

information they have obtained over a period of years. It is only natural that
there are countless items of invaluable information hidden in the recesses of the
memories of these individuals which can be brought to light only by refreshing
their recollections by asking specific questions about individuals, organizations,
or events.

^ former high Communist

JlUIlO ,

\

VJ

As an example of this fact J

Party functionary, although interviewed on numerous occasions since he broke with
the Party in 19^5, has recently furnished new information of inestimable value.
This new information was recalled by Budenz solely as a result of specific
interrogation concerning the particular matter.
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The Bureau has many confidential informants .and sources of information
throughout the- United States who have "been interviewed from time to time . Some
have “been more cooperative than others; however, all are in a position to furnish
certain types of valuable information.

It is the Bureau's desire that each Agent handling an Important espionage
or internal security investigation, in addition to following the usual leads that
present themselves, consider the possibility of obtaining further assistance by
having confidential informants or sources of information interviewed for additional
information concerning the subject or contacts of the subject.

A certain degree of selectivity, of course, should be employed in the

type of reguests made of these individuals. Care should be exercised to prevent
the individuals from being overwhelmed with interviews, thus destroying their 1*

cooperative spirit. Before a reguest is' made, all circumstances should be care-
fully evaluated and discretion exercised.

The following individuals should be in a position to furnish valuable
information concerning many phases of espionage or Communist Party activity. The
office through which each informant or source of information can be contacted is

set forth, as well as a brief sketch of his espionage or Party activity:

1
|
was a former Commercial Attache for the Russian Government in

ty and defected about October, 19^5. He has identified Several individ-
uals whom he classified as Soviet agents. He has also furnished a considerable, s'

j

amount of information concerning Russian diplomatic personnel in Latin AmericaT^- KzJ

| |
is Russian bom and advanced in the diplomatic service of the

Soviets, finally defecting in
~

1 P?7, «+• wh-fr.Vt time he was First Secretary of the
Soviet Legation in Athens, Greece.

[ |
has furnished information of a general

nature concerning the positions and activities of agents in various Soviet
Intelligence establishments in which Barmine has seen service.

j |
joined the Communist Party about 1935 and was active in

espionage activities from October, 1938 until November, 19^5* These espionage
activities were carried out in Washington, D. C. and New York City. She acted *

mainly as a courier and liaison representative between her Russian superiors and
a large number of individuals who were actively gathering intelligence data

.

r \*M New York

This informant is the widow oj 1 a top level GPU agent who
operated in Western Europe from 1931 until he was assassinated in Switzerland in
September, 1937* He spent the majority of his time in Paris, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland and his activities were directed primarily against Germany. It is
believed his widow has an excellent knowledge of her late husband's operations and
Soviet intelligence activity in general. . .

v°'-
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This informant was utilized as a witness in the trial of the Communist
Party leaders. He is* familiar with Communist Party activities in Ohio from the

period 1944 when he Joined the Communist Party up until he testified at the
Communist Party trial in the Spring of 1949. He has attended Ohio state con-
ventions and the leadership and training school in 194-5 and 1946-.

j |
"became a member of the Communist Party in 1935 and made rapid

rise in the movement. In 1936, he "became labor Editor of the “Daily Worker” and
held varying positions until 1Q4t when he becamel Ithe "Daily
Worker” as welj |

Freedom of the Press Company, Incorporated.

| I
became a high ranking member of the Communist Party and a member of the

National Committee. He publicly broke with the Communist Party in October, 19^5

•

He was utilized as a witness at the trial of the Communist Party leaders.

This informant was utilized as a witness at the trial of the Communist
Party leaders. She Joined the Communist Party in March, 1942, attended various
schools and became acquainted with many Communist Party officials, both nationally
and in District No. 2 (New York State).

I

|
first became connected with the Communist movement in approxi-

mately 1924 and held various literary assigpments, including work on the "New
Masses" publication. From 1Q35 until Ani-ll . 1 . ha en gaged in courier and •

espionage activities in New York City and
Washington, D. C.

] |
was active in the Communist movement from the early 1920 ’s until

November, 1942, when he was removed as an organizer for the Communist Party in
Alameda County. California because of certain differences he had witq

|

.1
I relative to Communist Party policies. During his Party activities,

| |

was active as an organizer for the Young Workers (Communist) league and
was especially active in connection with Communist inspired strikes during the
1930' s and h© traveled throughout the country as an organizer for the Communist
Party. WI[M

1 |
was..‘bom In Italy on| land is still an alien.

He is presently employed as a professor at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
On September 1, 1919 , elements of the left wing of the Socialist Party, which
broke away from that Party, formed the Communist Party of America and Fraina wa^X—^
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elected the International Secretary . He attended the Communist International
in February, 1920 . He attended as a representative of the Communist Party of
America, the Second World Congress of the Communist international, July - August,
1920. Fraina attempted in the early part of 1921 to bring about unity between
the Communist Party of America and the United Communist Party of America. From
the latter part of 1921 until the latter part of 1922, | |

served as a
Comintern representative in Mexico. He left the Communist Party movement in the
United States as well as his services in the Communist International during the

latter part of 1922.

|
| was utilized as a witness in the trial of the Communist Party

leaders. He joined the Communist Party in December, 1943 and became acquainted
with Communist Party officials in District Wo. 6 (Ohio State). This informant
attended the National Convention of the Communist Party as a delegate from Ohio
in August, 1948.

|
|in 1918 aligned himself with the left wing of the Socialist

Party and in 1919 he entered the Communist movement. He was arrested in 1919
under. the New York criminal syndicalist law and was convicted and after serving.
approximately three years of his sentence, he was. pardoned|

|

I |
He was expelled from the Communist Party in 1929 and from the

Communist International for defiance of. Joseph Stalin. | |
attended tha_under-

ground convention of the Communist Party in Bridgman, Michigan in 1922 . | |

became a member of the Central Executive Committee of the Party, a member of its

Political Committee and a member of its Secretariat.
[ [

attended executive
and plenary sessions of the Communist International in Moscow in 1927 and 1928
as a member of the Executive Committee of the Workers (Communist) Party in America . y>

In 1928-1929, | was General Secretary of the Communist Party in this country

| I
was associated ini

|
corps practically all

his life and had been| | up until 1940, at which time,

he severed his relatinnflhip wi r.h t.rm aovi or. novornmnot and fled to the United
States.

|

|has furnished a considerable amount of information which would
assist Bureau agents in identifying Soviet agents in this ceuntry and has also
furnished information concerning their modus operand!. y^s»([Aj

W was a member of the Communist Partx
Shortly after j^rn'ng -t-.he Part.v I

the "Daily Worker" and afterwarde| t
Party's trade union magazine. In May, 1934 \
for fifteen months bv the Party and became then orr
Communist Party, US/|

attending the Seventh world, uongress or the uommuni

3
November, 1927 until
worked on the staff of

r Unity," the Communist
ms sent to the Soviet Union
Lcial representative o f the

After
}z rnuemauionajL m Moscow in

1935, he returned to the United States and worked in the district apparatus of the

Communist Party in New York.
|

^t Party after the Nazi-Soviet ^non-,

aggression pact was -

signed in 1939.



b7D
New York

This informant joined the Communist Party in Buffalo, New York on
February 17, 1931 and remained a Party member until 1940. He attended the Eighth
National Convention of the Communist Party held in Cleveland in April, 1934 ,

at
which time he was elected a member of the Central Committee of the Party. He
attended the Ninth Convention of the Communist Party in New York City in 1936
and was removed from his position as a member of the Central Committee at the
Tenth National Convention in 1938. | |

helped organize the National Negro
Congress and the League of Struggle for Negro Eights. He was expelled from the
Party in 1940 for defying some Party policies. He has been used by the 7
gration and Naturalization Service as a witness on several occasions

C was- a Communist candidate for Congress in the Second District of
Illinois in 1936 and in 1941, he was reported to be the head of all workers schools
in the Middle West operating for .the Communist Party. He broke with the
Communist Party in August, 194?

• |
|vas a witness at the trial of the Communist

Party leaders. He has lived for some time in the New York area and is considered
to be "a very brilliant individual" as well as an "intellectual Marxist. " He
would h© extremely helpful concerning "Marxist literature.

traveled in the united
C

States

,

EecowTl

|
Botn

where she operated aq
I r. s -..ii.T-.r

part of 1936.

ne ana ms wife were recruited
,

Jworked^pri^mr^ ly in Germany and came to the United States in the latter

Seattle

This informant has been a member of the Communist Party from 1936 up

until the- present. He can furnish considerable informatjp^r.p gar.ding Communist
Party activity in District No. 12 (Washington State).

Los Angeles

This individual joined the Young Communist League in 1936 and has been
a member of the Communist Party since 1941. She is in a position to furnish a
wealth of material concerning Communist Party activities in District No. 13
(State^of^Cali^r^^

^
jand primarily information concerning activity in the Los

- New York

This informant has been 'a Communist Party member from its inception
and has attended several county, state and national conventions as a guest. He
is also active in several front organizations. He has a wealth of information
concerning national functionaries of the Communist Party, USA and District NoT

-^
(New York State ) jjy '

• - 5 -
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|
joined the Communist Party in Detroit in 1929 and continued as a

li 193b. In 1929, he was selected a member of a delegation to visit
Russia at Party expense. In 1930 ,

he became an organizer for the Party in the
Detroit area and he attended the Seventh Rational Convention of the Party in New
York City in 1930. He attended the Lenin School in Moscow from 1931 to 1932.
Upon his return to the United States, he resumed his work in the Detroit area
and was made the Educational Director for tlje State of Michigan. He attended the
Eighth National Convention of the Party in Cleveland, Ohio in April, 193^ * He
continued bin Communist activities 'through 1935 and was subsequently removed from
office.

|
|has appeared as a witness in several important cases

f
!

- Boston

| |
has been a member of the Communist Party from March 23, 1944

until he testified at the trial of the Communist Party leaders in the Spring of
1949. Prior to that time he was active in the Young Communist League. His Party
activity has been confined to the Boston area. He has attended state conventions
and has particularly good information concerning youth activities of the Communist
Party.

ifty
Houston

This informant was a member of the Communist Party from July, 1932
until April 28, 1947, when he was expelled from the Communist Party. He acted as
an organizer for the Waterfront Section of the Communist Party in New York City
from 1943 to 1946. He is in a position to furnish considerable information con-
cerning maritime activities and information regarding the Veterans of the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade f

[jJ

New York

was bom in Poland and came to the United States in 1924.
He first worked for the Amtorg Trading Company from May of 1930 to September, 1931
in New York, Cleveland, Detroit and Pittsburgh. Subsequently, he went to Moscow
as an engineer and there, in May of 1932, he was recruited by the I Ifor work '

in the United States. He returned to this country in June, 1932 and operated for s
the

|

"[principally in New York and Chicago from that date until April, 1938

New York

|
Jwas active as a Soviet Military Intelligence agent

from approximately March of 1931 to the time of his -arre st in Paris in December,
1935 . He was recruited for this work by| Iin New York City and
operated in New York City from 1931 uyt.-n mz when }?e and his wj.fn
were transferred to Europe to u-
photographers and couriers for
joined in this work following her Marriage.

acted i

.ving

- 6 -



This informant is the widow of the|
|

who was found dead in February of 194.1 in his hotel room in Washington, D, C.
I Ihflfi fltntflfl -ha Wfla fn-rmAT»1y the head Of

|

~|

baring Octobar nf 1Q^t7 1 defected
and subsequently in October. 1Q40 . with I

|
came to the United

States. From 1Q2Q to 1Q^7.I I stated that he was active as a member of the

j

I. His widow has herself admitted
unat sne operatea

| _

I and yas^with him during the majority
of the time that he was operating 1

This individual has been a member ‘of the Communist Party from 1935 up
to the present time. He can furnish a wealth of information concerning Party
•activities in District No. 12 (Washington State )

.

j

|was active in fh a rinr<annnia+ nnmravna n-t- an nn-HI +Via fo’.me Of Ms
defection in 1940. He was foimerlyl Pn African
Affairs and has considerable information concerning Negro Communist activities.
He was associated with the Communist movement in a top level capacity for over
twelve years. Q^lU)

j |
was a member of the Socialist Party of America from 1915 until

1919 and became a member of the Communist Party of America at its inception. In
1920,

|

[attended the convention out of which grew the United Communist Party.
He became a member of the Central Executive Committee of that organization at
this convention. In 1922, he attended the Bridgman—Michigan convention of the
underground Communist Party of America. In 1924, I

|
was a member of the District

Committee of the Workers Party of America of New York and from 1924 to 1927, he
was in the New York area serving as a Communist functionary and official. From
1927 to 1930. 1 |

was in Moscow as a student at the. Lenin School. In 1927,
[ j

was a member of the Central Executive Committee of the Workers (Communist)
Party of America. During 1930 and 1931, he was a Communist International represent-
ative in Venezuela. From 1930 to 1934, he was a member of the Central Executive
Committee of the Communist Party, USA. He voiced his objections to Communist

a policies at the 1934 Convention of the Communist Party. Later that year,
was expelled by the Communist Party.

| |

has been utilized as a Government
ss in several important trials.

*

The above list of individuals by no means represents the complete list
of confidential informants and sources of information available for interview.
If an office feels that it has an informant who has a wide knowledge of espionage
or Communist Party activity and is cooperative, his name should be forwarded to
the Bureau for consideration for adding to a supplemental listing. Other
informants are in the process of being developed and data concerning them will be
furnished in a subsequent list after they have been properly established.

- 7 -
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" %
This program of interviewing confidential informants in Op^na^mat'ters

is not new. It was outlined to you in SAC Letter #167 dated December 29 ,
i-9^7

•

In requesting an interview of one of the above informants or sources

of information, sufficient background data should be furnished so that the

office handling the individual, can conduct an intelligent and complete interview.

As every Agent assigned to important espionage and internal security

investigations carefully analyzes his investigations- and then follows them
vigorously with discretion, there should be more cases developed that will

merit prosecution.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director



April 11, 1950
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An original and one copy of a Mind memorandum is to "be prepared on
each individual included in the criminal informant index of your office. This
memorandum should contain the informant's name, symbol number, dates of/contact
with the informant, a succinct summary (identified by case) of the information
furnished on each contact and the value of the information received. This can
be illustrated by shoving that the data furnished by the informant resulted in the
solving of a particular case., the location, of a fugitive

,
of value to the Crime

Survey Report, etc. A recommendation should be included as to the continuance of
- the individual as an informant. The memorandum concerning a regularly paid
informant should only have a comment that he is regularly paid since the Bureau is

.advised of the productivity of paid informants by more frequent communications.
In the event an unpaid informant has furnished voluminous information the memo-
randum should only reflect the details of more important items furnished by the

informant which will permit the Bureau to determine whether such individual should
be listed as a criminal informants

A cover letter enclosing memoranda on all informants should be submitted
listing the names of the informants in headquarters city territory and the names
of informants in- each resident agency territory. In the event there are no
informants in a resident agency territory, your letter should so indicate. A
paragraph .of your letter should reflect the number of informants developed by
years, such as:

Prior to 1948 1948 1949 1950 Total

• 15 12 18 5 . 50

A schedule should also be prepared reflecting the types of coverage
afforded by the criminal informants. An example of such a schedule is as follows:

TFIS 4

ITSMV 3
WSTA 12

TGP 2

Fugitives l4
Negro criminal matters 9
General criminal matters 13
Miscellaneous 5

Total 62

In regard to the above schedule, if an informant regularly furnishes information
concerning WSTA as well as general criminal matters, he would be listed under

both headings.

Any other pertinent comments concerning the criminal informant coverage

in your office should be included.

Listed below are all of the Bureau offices and the dates on which the

semiannual report should be submitted:

4-11-50
SAC LETTER NO. 24-

Series 1950
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t *
Office Dates Office Dates

Albany Jan. 15 & July 15 Miami April 15 & Oct. 15
Albuquerque Milwaukee " "

Anchorage " "
Minnea.polis April 30
Mobile

& Oct. 31
Atlanta tt " •

' tt

Baltimore Jan 31 &• July 31 Newark V

Boston New Haven "
V

Buffalo u
. <t New Orleans May 15 & Nov. 15

Birmingham tt tt Ney York "

Butte Feb. 15 & Aug. 15 Norfolk ” "

Charlotte Oklahoma City •

"

Chicago 11 ti Omaha ” "

Cincinnati "'I " Philadelphia May 31 & Nov. 30
Cleveland Feb. 28 & Aug. 31 Phoenix "

Dallas it ti

Pittsburgh-.
"

Denver tt it

. Portland " "

Detroit tt 11

Richmond u "

El Paso Mar. 15 & -Sept. 15 St. Louis June 15 & Dec. 15
Honolulu it " Salt Lake City

*' "

Houston San Antonio " "

Indianapolis San Diego ” u

Kansas City Mar. 31 & Sept. 30 San Francisco " "

Knoxville tt tt San Juan June 30 & Dec. '31

Little Rock tt tt Savannah tt

Los Angeles tt tt

Seattle "

Louisville April 15 & Oct.. 15 Springfield " "

Memphis Washington, D. C.” "

The first reports to he prepared in compliance with these instructions

should he by those offices having a due date of July 15. All other offices will

submit reports thereafter on the dates indicated.

(C) CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT AND SIMILAR TYPES OF COVERAGE — Reference is made to

SA.C letter #12, Series 1950, dated February 7 > 1950, which required that each
office submit to the Bureau by the fifteenth of each month a memorandum reflecting
its total number of technical and microphone installations, mail covers, trash
covers and confidential informants broken down into Confidential National Defense
Informants, Confidential General Investigative Informants and Confidential
Atomic Energy Informants.

It is noted that a large number of offices have been submitting this

memorandum from one to seven days late. Accordingly henceforth, this memorandum
shall be submitted by each office sufficiently in advance of the fifteenth of
each .month that it will reach the Bureau on that date*. Failure to do so will
result in a request for a detailed letter of

.
explanation.

11-50
SAC LETTER NO.. 2k
Series 1950
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In addition, many offices have not "been forwarding the memorandum in
accordance with the Bureau’s instructions regarding June matters as required hy
referenced SAC letter.- Henceforth, all such memoranda shall he marked "June"
and shall he forwarded in an envelope also marked ""June."

In connection with technical and microphone surveillances there also
has been a misunderstanding. In reporting the total number of technical and
microphone surveillances the Bureau desires the actual number of surveillances
and not the number of telephone lines or actual microphones. E.-g., if there are

three telephone lines on a subject at one location, the three constitute one
surveillance. If three telephone lines are on a subject at two locations, they
constitute two surveillances. If twelve microphones are installed on a subject
at one location, the twelve, constitute one surveillance. If twelve microphones
are installed on a subject at three locations, the twelve constitute three
surveillances* It is directed that henceforth the total number of technical
and microphone surveillances be reported as follows:

(1) Total number of technical surveillances—5 (7 lines)

(2) Total number of microphone surveillances—3 (8 microphones)

In addition, several offices have listed individuals as both Confidential
Atomic Energy Informants and Confidential National Defense Informants. They
should not be listed as both even though they do furnish information in both
categories. In such a situation it should be determined in which category the

informant furnishes the larger volume of information and he should be listed in

that category only. It may be pointed out, however, in the memorandum that a
certain number of the informants in one category do furnish information relating
to the other.

It is directed that you afford your personal attention to this matter
in the future to assure that the above instructions are complied with.

Yery truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

4-11-50
SAC LETTER NO.

Series 1950
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November 24, 1947

HOOVER CALLAN GURNEA MOHR

TOLSON CARLSON HARBO NAUGHTEN

TAMM, E. A. CARROLL, J. F. HINCE NEASE

CLEGG CARTWRIGHT JONES PARSONS

CONNELLEY CONRAD KEAY PENNINGTON

GLAVIN COYNE LAUGHLIN RENNEBERGER

LADD DOWNING LEONARD ROGERS ,<

NICHOLS DUKE LONG SIZOO

ROSEN EDWARDS, H. L. MCCABE, E. J. TAMM, Q/
V
/

TRACY EGAN McCABE, N. H.

BAUGHMAN FITCH McGUIRE / y"i
CALLAHAN FLETCHER, H . B. McINTIRE '

. /
RE: DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMANTS ' v

A situation recently developed wherein a college student during a

discussion with a Special Agent of this Bureau was asked if there were any
subversive organizations on the campus of the college. The student, who it

was later developed was an irresponsible, immature individual with a detec-
tive complex, subsequently discussed this matter with a professor in such a

manner as to give tjie impression that he was being utilized as an undercover
operative by the FBI to report actions and expressions of the faculty and

students concerning Communist activities. The professor indicated consider-
able concern and thereafter discussed the matter with the president of the

college. The net result was that the president of the college during a con-
ference of college and university presidents and officials called attention
to this incident and expressions of considerable concern were manifested
lest the FBI was establishing a network of undercover operatives among the

students and faculties of various schools for the purpose of reporting -

thoughts expressed in the classroom as well as the activities of persons
in the college community outside the classroom, which activities were*

construed to be a threat to academic freedom. It was obvious, of course,
from the incident related that the student in question was not developed
as an informant and that the conversation which took place with the student
was merely of a general nature and not for the purpose of developing security
information concerning the students, faculty and individuals in the college
community.

Of course, it should be very obvious to you that such a program
on the part of the Bureau to indiscriminately develop informants among col

lege students in the manner indicated would reflect on the Bureau and wouli
'Tam—subject the Bureau to con^Id&fable embarrassment and criticism.

declassified
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I desire to call to your attention the imperative necessity of
abiding very carefully by Bureau instructions concerning the development
of informants and that in initial contacts with anyone considered as a
possible informant no information be discussed tending toward the develop-
ment of security information. In other words, before potential inform-
ants are approached along those lines, their backgrounds and complete
information concerning them should first be obtained so that an adequate
knowledge concerning the reliability of the person being considered will
be definitely known before an approach to obtain security information

• is made.

It is imperative that Special Agents in Charge carefully super-
vise the work of Special Agents in the development of informants to defi-
nitely eliminate the possibility of the Bureau using irresponsible persons
as informants in any capacity or in any degree. As a general proposition,
I consider it highly undesirable to use students as informants in view of

their immaturity and their general lack of appreciation of the problems with
which the Bureau is confronted. As you have been previously instructed,
before any individual, and this, of course, would apply particularly to

students, is approached with the idea in mind of developing into a con-
fidential informant for the purpose of obtaining security information,
complete background data should be obtained and such data transmitted to the
Bureau.

I desire that you very carefully scrutinize the informant program
as it exists in your division to be certain that the Special Agents are ad-
hering very carefully to the requirements of the Bureau with respect to

the development of informants. Special Agents assigned to your office should
be cautioned concerning the careless discussion with individuals of security
matters as was indicated in this case so that there can be no basis for a
charge being leveled at the Bureau of indiscriminate development of informants
in all walks of life with respect to security matters. As can be seen from
the instance cited, if our Agents are not discreet in their contacts, irrepa-
rable damage can be done and great embarrassment will accrue to the Bureau.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover
Director
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